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ABSTRACT
BOUNDARY LAYER INFLUENCES ON THE SUBSONIC NEAR-WAKE 
OF A FAMILY OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL BLUFF BODIES
Charles William Alcorn 
Old Dominion University, 1993 
Director: Dr. Colin P. Britcher
A study is reported on subsonic bluff body near-wake flows. It has been 
determined that one family of bluff bodies, namely slanted-base ogive cylinders, 
can experience either a closed recirculating near-wake, or a longitudinal vortex 
near-wake depending on the base slant-angle and the Reynolds number. This 
suggests a dependence of near-wake parameters on the state of the boundary layer 
ahead of separation. This report addresses the influence of the boundary layer on 
the near-wake of slanted-base bluff bodies. Experiments were conducted in two 
facilities, the 6-inch Magnetic Suspension and Balance System (MSBS) at NASA 
Langley Research Center and the Old Dominion University low-speed wind 
tunnel. Interference-free drag measurements in the 6-inch MSBS validated 
previous drag results. Measurements in the ODU facility were made to determine 
base pressures, wake stagnation point locations, and boundary layer velocity 
profiles. Furthermore, spectral and cross-spectral analyses of the fluctuating 
streamwise velocity in the near-wake were performed to determine frequencies and 
coherence of large-scale structures. It was determined that despite variations in 
the boundary layer state, base pressures and wake stagnation point locations 
correlate with the Reynolds number based on the boundary layer momentum 
thickness as the independent variable. Variations in the frequency and coherence 
of large-scale structures were shown to exist with fixed boundary layer transition. 
A two-dimensional representation of a slanted-base configuration was studied 
analytically using classical theories and computationally using an existing finite 
element package. This study confirmed that the sudden changeover in wake 
structure is a result of flow reattachment onto the slanted-base.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION
A wake is formed behind a solid body placed in a moving fluid as the flow 
separates from the surface. There is no direct effect of solid boundaries on the 
development of the flow in the wake, therefore, wakes axe categorized as a  type of 
free turbulent flow. Examples of simple wake flows are the flow downstream of an 
infinitely thin plate or the flow behind a very slender cylinder in axial flow. In 
either case the fluid in the wall-bounded regions join at the trailing edge, and the 
problem can be analyzed using an extension of the upstream boundary layer 
equations [1]. A much more difficult configuration to analyze, which is 
encountered more frequently in practical flow problems, is the flow past a  body of 
finite thickness, such as a bluff body [1, 2].
1.1 Bluff Body Flows
The importance of bluff body flows is seen in aircraft fuselage designs, as 
well as, road vehicle, projectile, and missile configurations. It is frequently 
necessary in many aerodynamic designs to incorporate a  blunt aftbody region, as 
compared to a streamlined tapering afterbody, to reduce weight. Furthermore, 
blunt-based configurations satisfy another design criterion for transport vehicles: 
the maximum utilization of the enclosed vehicle volume. Bluff body wakes are of 
particular interest as low pressures can develop in this region, resulting in base 
drag that can be a significant portion of the total body drag. Flight performance 
and fuel consumption are greatly affected by this aspect of bluff body flows.
1
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The majority of research into subsonic near-wake flows pertains to simple 
two-dimensional configurations. Many practical engineering problems, such as 
heat exchanger flows, can be analyzed in two-dimensions, however, many wake 
flows require a three-dimensional analysis. Aircraft fuselages, road vehicles, 
projectiles, etc., are examples of bluff body configurations that require an 
axisymmetric or a three-dimensional treatm ent. In comparison to two-
dimensional wake flows, subsonic three-dimensional bluff body wake flows have 
received little attention.
1.2 Flow Model: Bluff Body Near-Wake
To understand the importance of bluff body base drag, it is necessary to 
examine the flow in the near-wake region. A simple flow model for the subsonic 
near-wake of an axisymmetric or two-dimensional bluff body is given in Fig. 1.1 
[3]. It is assumed that the flow is steady and tha t the boundary layer approaching 
the base region has grown for some distance. Downstream of separation a free 
shear layer develops, which has its origins in the upstream boundaxy layer. The 
free shear layer divides the external quasi-inviscid flow from the fluid in the base 
region [4]. The free shear layer is characterized by large transverse velocity 
gradients, and therefore high shear stresses.
Downstream of separation, fluid from the base region is scavenged by the 
free shear layer and is transported downstream. This mixing process results in a 
reduced pressure in the base region and tends to draw the free shear layer towards 
the base axis [5]. Thus, the static pressure outside the mixing region is not 
equivalent to that upstream of the base due to the curvature of the external 
streamlines. It is generally assumed that just downstream of separation, the 
curvature of the external streamlines can be neglected so that a constant pressure 
mixing region is present. Thus, the conditions just before separation represent the
2
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initial conditions for the mixing region [6]. Reduced pressures in the base also 
effect the boundary layer upstream of separation by imposing a favorable pressure 
gradient along the wall-bounded region [1, 3-4]. Unlike a smooth, continuous 
aftbody geometry for which flow separation is a result of an adverse pressure 
gradient, flow separation for a bluff body occurs in a region of a favorable pressure 
gradient [1].
Further downstream of separation, the reduced pressure in the base region 
draws the separated streams together until they converge in a region characterized 
by a  high adverse pressure gradient. The location of convergence is called the 
wake stagnation point. The lower velocity fluid in the shear layer is unable to 
overcome the sharp rise in pressure and is returned to the base region, while the 
higher velocity fluid continues downstream into the far-wake region. Under 
steady flow conditions, a balance must exist between the fluid returned to the 
base region at the wake stagnation point, and the fluid entrained via the mixing 
process [4]. This results in a region of steady recirculating flow in the near-wake.
If a laminar boundary layer is present at separation, then at some location 
in the free shear layer, transition to turbulent flow occurs. The mixing process is 
enhanced the further the transition point is away from the wake stagnation point, 
therefore, more fluid is entrained from the base region. The resulting reduction in 
pressure within the separated region causes an increase in the curvature of the free 
shear layer [7], The development of the free shear layer has its origins in the 
incoming boundary layer. Thus, any variation in the incoming boundary layer, 
such as a change in boundary layer state, influences the development of the free 
shear layer, and therefore, the development of the entire near-wake region.
3
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1.3 Dissertation Objective
The objective of this dissertation is to detail the relationship between the 
incoming boundary layer and the fundamental properties of a bluff body near­
wake. Efforts are directed towards steady near-wake properties, such as, the base 
pressure coefficient and the wake stagnation point location, as well as, unsteady 
large-scale near-wake structures. This dissertation is founded on wind tunnel 
experiments, however, an attem pt at numerical verification is made. An objective 
is to seek a correlation between near-wake properties and properties of the 
incoming boundary layer.
The current research is a continuation of previous slanted-base bluff body 
research. Previous bluff body research, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 2, 
has identified the existence of a relationship between the incoming boundary layer 
and near-wake parameters. The current research, examines this relationship in 
detail. As discussed previously, the near-wake region can constitute a majority of 
the vehicle drag, therefore, practical applications of this research are found in 
aircraft fuselage, road-vehicle, and projectile near-wake aerodynamics.
4























LAYER WAKE STAGNATION POINT
Fi g .  1.1 Components o f  a B l u f f  Body Near-l-Jake.
Chapter 2 STEADY NEAR-WAKE STRUCTURE
This Chapter is intended to report on previous findings that detail the 
relationship between the steady subsonic near-wake structure behind a bluff body 
and its boundary layer state.
2.1 Boundary Layer Influences: Backward Facing Step
The simplest bluff body near-wake, which still contains the essential 
features of a bluff body flow, is the flow over a backward facing step. The 
streamlines at separation are nearly parallel to the wall at the step, and only one 
free shear layer exists. The primary components of a backward facing step flow 
are shown in Fig. 2.1. The most important dependent parameter that 
characterizes the near-wake flowfield of a backward facing step is the 
reattachm ent length [8].
The state of the boundary layer at separation on a two-dimensional 
backward facing step was studied by Eaton and Johnston [8], and was shown to 
have a pronounced effect on the reattachment length. This is shown in Fig. 2.2 
where the reattachm ent length for a laminar boundary layer at separation is 
considerably less than that for a turbulent boundary layer. This was attributed to 
a more rapidly growing free shear layer originating from an initially laminar 
boundary layer than that originating from a turbulent boundary layer [9]. It is 
also shown in Fig. 2.2 that the reattachment length is strongly dependent on the 
Reynolds number, based on the momentum thickness throughout the
6
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laminar/transitional regime. The reattachment point is shown to be only weakly 
dependent on the Reynolds number when the boundary layer at separation is fully 
turbulent.
The effect of the boundary layer thickness at separation was studied by 
Narayanan and Khadgi [10]. It was concluded in this study that the initial 
boundary layer thickness only has a weak effect on the reattachm ent location as 
shown in Fig. 2.3. This result was disputed by Eaton and Johnston [8] who 
compared data from ref. [10] to similar values from other authors under similar 
conditions. Their survey indicated a much stronger effect of the boundary layer 
thickness as shown in Fig. 2.3. Both studies show that the reattachment length 
decreases with increasing boundary layer thickness. Further studies are needed to 
resolve this issue.
2.2 Boundary Layer Influences: Axisymmetric Bluff Bodies
Previous analytical and experimental studies of axisymmetric bluff body 
flows have detailed the relationship between the steady near-wake structure and 
the incoming boundary layer state in both the subsonic and supersonic regimes.
Kurzweg [11] studied boundary layer effects on the base flow of projectiles 
in the supersonic regime. It was determined that a distinct difference existed in 
base pressure data, depending on the boundary layer state at separation. This is 
shown in Fig. 2.4. Base pressures with a laminar boundary layer at separation 
show a much greater variation with Reynolds number. The base pressure ratio 
appears to approach a constant value at the higher Reynolds numbers 
(ReD > 3.5 x 10®) suggesting that natural transition has occurred on the body.
A detailed study of subsonic axisymmetric bluff body flows was carried out 
by Porteiro, Przirembel, and Page [12]. Measurements were made behind a long
7
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cylindrical body that extended upstream through the wind tunnel contraction. 
This arrangement eliminated the need for a support strut. The boundary layer 
thickness at separation was controlled by applying suction through a porous 
section of the body upstream of the base, however, the boundary layer at 
separation was always turbulent. The intent of this study was to measure and 
relate the incoming boundary layer momentum thickness, 6 to near-wake 
parameters, such as base pressure and the wake stagnation point location.
The wake stagnation point locations, shown in Fig. 2.5, are found to be 
weakly dependent on the boundary layer momentum thickness. Thicker boundary 
layers were found to move the stagnation point closer to the base. Porteiro, 
Przirembel, and Page [12] also related the base pressure to the incoming 
momentum thickness. It was determined that an increase in the base pressure 
coefficient occurred with increasing boundary layer momentum thickness as shown 
in Fig. 2.6.
It appears that the wake stagnation point location and base pressure 
measurements of Porteiro, Przirembel and Page [12] are in disagreement. A 
decrease in the base pressure should increase the curvature of the free shear layer 
and move the wake stagnation point towards the base. Conflicting trends are 
shown to occur in Figs. 2.5-2.6. An explanation can be found in the near-wake 
pressure distribution along the wake centerline as shown in Fig. 2.7. A greater 
adverse pressure gradient is found for the lower base pressure. A greater adverse 
pressure gradient, represented in Fig. 2.8 as an expansion ratio, has been shown 
through data compiled by Eaton and Johnston [8] to lengthen the reattachment 
location, counteracting the effects of the reduced base pressure.
Page [13-14] developed a theoretical representation of compressible, 
subsonic axisymmetric base flows, including the influence of the boundary layer. 
It was determined that the base pressure is weakly dependent on the Mach
8
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number; however, it was determined tha t the approaching boundary layer has a 
significant influence on the base pressure. Specifically, an increase in the base 
pressure is shown with an increase in the momentum thickness of the approaching 
boundary layer as shown in Fig. 2.6. This is in agreement with the base pressure 
study of Porteiro, Przirembel, and Page [12]. A highly non-linear relationship is 
also shown to exist between the base pressure coefficient and boundary layer 
momentum thickness in the region of the limiting base pressure ( 0 ).
2.3 Boundary Layer Influences: Slanted-Base Bluff Bodies
Previous research with slanted-base bluff bodies were of particular interest 
to road vehicle near-wake flow-field studies. This is shown in Fig. 2.9, in which 
the primary rear-window designs are represented by simplified bluff body 
configurations. Such simplifications were necessary because accurate prediction 
methods for determining the near-wake flow-field characteristics of an actual road 
vehicle design were unreliable. Scaled road vehicle models for wind tunnel testing 
were expensive and time consuming to manufacture. Fortunately, some of the 
essential features of road vehicle aerodynamics were captured by modifying these 
simple bluff body configurations [15].
The “square-back” configuration of Fig. 2.9 is associated with the quasi- 
symmetric, closed near-wake structure described in Chapter 1. For the other 
configurations of Fig. 2.9 a completely different near-wake is present. Pairs of 
longitudinal vortices can form behind these configurations as shown in Fig. 2.10 
[16]. In fact, it was determined by Janssen and Hucho [17-18] during the 
development of the Volkswagen Golf that two completely different near-wake 
flows occur depending on the rear window inclination angle. Results of their 
study are shown in Fig. 2.11. A significant increase in drag occurred as the rear 
window inclination angle was increased from the horizontal. A maximum drag
9
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coefficient was reached around an angle of 30°. It was argued that drag increases 
were a result of the intense trailing vortices forming from the corners of the 
sloping rear window. These vortices induced very low pressures on the slanted 
surface of the vehicle. It was further determined that a  bi-stable near-wake 
existed between 28° < rp < 32°, depending on small changes in the roof’s rear edge 
curvature. Janssen and Hucho [17-18] observed tha t minimum drag occurred for a 
square-back rear window configuration.
Morel [19-20], Maull [21] and Xia and Bearman [22] studied the effects of 
the rear window on the near-wake by studying a greatly simplified configuration 
known as a slanted-base ogive cylinder. This configuration is shown in Fig. 2.12. 
(Notice that the orientation of the slant-angle has been changed.) It was 
determined in these studies that a large jump in the overall model drag coefficient 
occurred around a slant-angle of 45°. The drag jump was accompanied by a 
sudden change in the near-wake flow pattern. Specifically, a quasi-symmetric, 
turbulent closure pattern was present for lower angle slanted-bases, while a 
longitudinal vortex flow was present for the higher angle slanted-bases. The 
variation in drag with increasing slant-angle and the corresponding near-wake flow 
patterns are shown in Fig. 2.13.
Additional studies with slanted-base ogive cylinders were conducted by 
Britcher and Alcorn [23-24], Britcher and Kilgore [25], and Alcorn [26] in the 
NASA Langley Research Center 13-Inch Magnetic Suspension and Balance System 
(MSBS). Test results in this facility were free of all flow disturbances related to 
mechanical supports [27]. Studies revealed the presence of a Reynolds number 
effect. Specifically, the switch in the near-wake structure, with the accompanying 
drag jum p, was found to occur on the 45° base model with increased Reynolds 
number (Re-p > 60,000). Hysteresis was present in these measurements as the 
vortical near-wake flow pattern remained fixed upon reducing the Reynolds
10
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number below the critical value. Flow visualization using stress-sensitive liquid 
crystals confirmed this phenomena. Trends for the 45° base drag coefficient are 
shown in Fig. 2.14. The dependency of the near-wake structure on the Reynolds 
number suggests, in turn, a dependency on the centerbody boundary layer.
The effect of fixing boundary layer transition on the development of the 
near-wake was also studied in the LaRC 13-inch MSBS [24]. Of particular interest 
in this study was the effect of fixed-transition on the leading edge of the 
centerbody. Results for the lower angle slanted-bases (6 < 45°) revealed a 
significant increase in the overall drag with fixed-transition as shown in Fig. 2.15. 
This was related to the increased skin friction associated with a turbulent 
boundary layer. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that higher angle slanted- 
bases (0 >  45°) do not show an increase in the overall drag with fixed boundary 
layer transition. Base pressure studies on the higher angle slanted-bases using 
remote data telemetry [28] revealed significantly higher pressures (less negative) 
in the region of the vortices with fixed-transition. This counteracted the increase 
in skin friction along the centerbody. Figure. 2.16 shows results from this base 
pressure study. Results for the 45° base, shown in Fig. 2.17, indicate that fixing 
transition on the centerbody leading edge prevents the change in wake structure 
tha t occurred with free transition. Fixed-transition results in the 13-inch MSBS 
clearly indicated that the state of the boundary layer ahead of separation 
influenced the wake structure greatly [24].
2.4 Objectives: Boundary Layer Influences
The intent of the current research was to examine in detail the relationship 
between the approaching boundary layer and the near-wake structure of a bluff 
body. Specifically, base pressures and the location of the wake stagnation point 
have been studied in detail for axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric bluff bodies.
11
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The particular model chosen for this study was a slanted-base cylindrical bluff 
body, due to its sensitivity to upstream boundary layer effects. Boundary layer 
thicknesses at separation were varied by varying the Reynolds number and by the 
use of boundary layer trips along the centerbody of the model. The measurements 
necessary to accomplish this task are as follows:
(1) Detailed base pressure measurements for various slanted-base configurations 
with varying Reynolds number and boundary layer trip locations.
(2) Wake stagnation point location measurements for various slanted-base 
configurations with varying Reynolds number and boundary layer trip 
locations.
(3) Boundary layer velocity profile measurements ahead of separation for 
various slanted-base configurations with varying Reynolds number and 
boundary layer trip locations.
12
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Fig. 2.12 Slanted-Base Ogive Cylinder Configuration
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Chapter 3 LARGE-SCALE WAKE STRUCTURES
Dominant features of the unsteady structure of the wake behind two- 
dimensional bluff bodies have been known and characterized for many years. A 
classical example is a circular cylinder placed normal to the flow, which was 
studied in detail by von Karman [29], and is also discussed by Schlichting [30]. It 
was determined that radical differences in the flow-field existed between the 
potential flow solution and that observed experimentally. The cause for such 
changes are due to boundary layer separation resulting from adverse pressure 
gradients along the aft portion of the cylinder. Boundary layer separation gives 
rise to flow reversal and the formation of a vortex as shown in Fig. 3.1. The 
vortex is shed from the body and moves downstream through the wake, 
completely changing the flow-field characteristics. Away from the body, a regular 
pattern of vortices is present, which move alternatively clockwise and 
counterclockwise as shown in Fig. 3.2. This particular class of vortex shedding is 
known as a von Karman vortex sheet [29-30].
3.1 Bluff Body Flows
In axisymmetric bluff body flow, large-scale structures, such as periodic 
vortex shedding, are not as pronounced as those existing in two-dimensional flows 
[31]; however, large-scale structures in axisymmetric and three-dimensional flows 
do play an im portant roll in practical aerodynamic problems. If such structures 
are repetitive in nature, with significant life cycles, then they can contribute 
significantly to important practical flow problems, such as aerodynamic noise
22
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[32-34]. Intense vibrations resulting from the extension of dive brakes and other 
high drag devices is believe to be associated with large-scale fluctuations in the 
wakes of these devices [35]. In recent years, great emphasis has been placed on 
understanding these large-scale structures or “coherent structures” in free shear 
layers.
Coherent structures are of interest in four main classifications of free shear 
flows as shown in Fig. 3.3 [36-37]. These illustrations are greatly simplified, and 
in real flows, coherent structures may be more complicated than Fig. 3.3 suggests. 
For example, coherent structures in a three-dimensional je t are more complicated 
than the ring vortices shown. This pattern is present in a laminar shear layer 
shed from a three-dimensional jet as shown in Fig. 3.4, and is a result of inviscid 
instability and roll-up of the free shear layer. It has been demonstrated by Wille 
[38] tha t tripping the boundary layer destroys much of the order associated with a 
laminar shear layer as shown in Fig. 3.5, however, this does not mean that a 
turbulent shear layer is devoid of organized large-scale structures. Further 
downstream, a new set of highly organized coherent structures are present due to 
another instability mechanism associated with the growing turbulent shear layer 
[36].
This discussion is not limited to jet flows. Perry and Lim [39] 
demonstrated through smoke flow visualization studies tha t the wake of an 
axisymmetric bluff body can be represented as a modified vortex tube, as shown 
in Fig. 3.6. A secondary flow causes the vorticity vector in a neutrally buoyant 
wake to be slanted and it bears a resemblance to a Karman vortex street. It is 
suggested tha t a laterally stretched wake structure, as would occur for a high 
aspect ratio rectangular tube, would further resemble the classic two-dimensional 
Karman vortex street. It was further demonstrated that the essential features of 
the wake were not altered by variations in the length of the tube. Further
23
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examples of coherent structures axe shown in Figs. 3.7-3.8. Figure 3.7 shows the 
roll-up of the initial shear layer in the wake of a sphere [36, 40-41]. Figure 3.8 
shows similar organized structures in a plane mixing layer at three chord Reynolds 
numbers [36, 42-44].
It is noticed in Fig. 3.8 that considerable variations occur in the small-scale 
structures with increasing Reynolds number, however, no significant variations are 
shown in the large-scale structures. It has been demonstrated for a turbulent high 
Reynolds number flow that the spreading rate of a mixing layer, which Roshko 
related to the engulfing action of large coherent eddies, is dependent on the 
presence (or absence) of a boundary layer trip [42, 45]. This suggests that a 
dependence of the mean flow or large-scale structures on the Reynolds number 
appears indirectly through the initial free shear layer conditions, such as the 
boundary layer momentum thickness, and not as a result of viscosity [42]. In fact, 
it has been shown that similarity in the mixing region is not present, even at 
distances beyond 1000 initial momentum thicknesses downstream of separation 
[46].
3.2 Spectral Analysis
Advancements in hot-wire instrumentation in the 1970’s permitted detailed 
studies of the periodic nature of free shear layer flows. Techniques, such as 
spectral analysis of individual hot-wire signals allow for the resolution of 
frequencies associated with large-scale structures. Cross-spectral analysis of a pair 
of hot-wire signals allows for a degree of statistical correlation between two 
spatially different points in the flow.
24
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3.2.1 Spectral Analysis: Predominant Frequency
The periodic phenomena in the subsonic wake of a 60° cone was studied by 
Calvert [47]. Resolution of the frequencies was determined by feeding the hot-wire 
output signal through a frequency analyzer. A slow traverse across the frequency 
spectrum was made to avoid erratic and unrepeatable results. Though crude by 
today’s standards, the frequency spectrum of velocity fluctuations revealed a 
strong peak or predominant frequency which was not detectable by inspection of 
an oscilloscope trace. The predominant frequency, shown in Fig. 3.9, did not vary 
from location to location in the wake; however, the peak was not resolvable just 
past the separation point, i.e., upstream of the static pressure minimum.
The advances in hot-wire technology in the early 1970’s allowed for spectral 
and cross-spectral analysis of hot-wire signals. Roberts [48], studying the wake 
structure of a disk placed normal to the freestream, performed spectral 
measurements using a single hot-wire. Due to the uncertainty of hot-wire 
measurements in highly turbulent flows (turbulence intensities > 10%), 
measurements were restricted to the far-wake, at least 9 diameters downstream of 
the disk ( p  > 9). Spectral analysis revealed a definite peak at all locations in the 
wake, except directly on the axis of symmetry. A typical power spectra is given 
in Fig. 3.10. The peak occurred at a Strouhal number ( j p -  ) of S tp = 0.135. The 
frequency of the peak was independent of probe position which is in agreement 
with the earlier measurements of Calvert [47]. The magnitude of the peak was, 
however, determined to be a function of probe position. A maximum spectral 
peak was reached at a radial distance of 0.83 disk diameters = 0.83) and the
minimum axial location of ^  = 9. The spectral peak decreased with increasing 
distance from the disk.
25
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The predominant frequency in the wake of slanted-base bluff bodies was
studied by Xia and Bearman [22] with a single hot-wire. Measurements were
restricted to the free shear layer in a  plane, one diameter from the model base.
Spectral analysis of the fluctuating streamwise velocity component revealed
definite peaks for the lower angle slant-bases, i.e., when the closed near-wake
structure was present. The predominant frequency of an axisymmetric bluff body,
Strv = 0.25, was determined to be almost twice that determined for an 
UPRED
axisymmetric wake of a disk placed normal to the freestream. The strongest peak 
in the measurements of Xia and Bearman [22] occurred for a slant-angle of 30°; 
however, a predominant frequency became increasingly difficult to measure as the 
critical slant-angle was approached. The predominant frequency was shown to 
increase with increasing base slant-angle. The relationship between the base 
slant-angle and the predominant frequency is shown in Fig. 3.11. When the 
longitudinal vortex near-wake was present, no predominant frequencies were 
resolved. Furthermore, a systematic variation in the predominant frequency with 
variations in the Reynolds number could not be resolved.
3.2.2 Cross-Spectral Analysis: Coherence
Roberts [48] demonstrated how cross-spectral measurements could be 
performed by the analysis of two concurrent hot-wire signals in an axisymmetric 
wake of a disk. The cross-spectra, unlike the power spectra, is a  complex function 
defined as:
P(£) w) =  Cw +  iQw (3.1)
Cross-spectra measurements were taken around a prescribed circle at various 
angular separations between the probes as shown in Fig. 3.12. The imaginary 
cross-spectrum component, Qw, was determined to be insignificant over the whole
26
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frequency range tested, showing that signals were either in phase or 180° out of 
phase.
Roberts [48] then determined the coherence of the hot-wire signals, which 
is defined as:
r = N G u T + Q o ?  ( 32)
where P^(w) and P 2(w) axe the power spectra of the two hot-wire signals. 
Variations of coherence with frequency, for various angular separations are shown 
in Fig. 3.13. Peaks in the coherence appear at the same frequency as the power 
spectra (StDPRED = 0-135). Variations in coherence at constant frequency are 
shown in Fig. 3.14. At small angular separations, the coherence at the 
predominant frequency is highly positive, but decreases with increasing A/3. For 
A/3 >  90°, the coherence continues to drop, reaching a value of -0.8 at A/3 =  180°. 
Roberts reasoned that the highly negative coherence found at the predominant 
frequency for an angular separation of 180° was consistent with a flapping motion 
of the near-wake. Therefore, the coherent structures tended to be out of phase, 
engulfing the hot-wire probes alternately.
Xia and Bearman [22] performed cross-spectral measurements in the wake 
of an axisymmetric bluff body. Measurements were restricted to the free shear 
layer in a plane located one diameter from the model base. Variations in 
coherence at constant frequency are shown in Fig. 3.15. At the predominant 
frequency, the coherence is highly positive for small angular separations, A/3, but 
decreases rapidly with increasing A/3. A minimum value of -0.8 is reached at 
A/3 =  180°, similar to the measurements for a disk normal to the freestream. At 
low frequencies, Cw remains highly positive for 0° < A/3 < 180°, reaching a 
minimum value of Cw ~ 0.7 for A/3 = 180°. This is a significant departure from the
27
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low frequency measurements in the wake of a disk. This may be attributed to 
variations in the low frequency wake chaxacteristics as the wake structures axe 
convected downstream. It is recalled that the measurement location of Roberts 
was further downstream = 9) than that of Xia and Bearman (^  = 1).
Fuchs, Mercker, and Michel [36-37] also performed cross-spectral 
measurements in the axisymmetric wake of a disk. The hot-wires were restricted 
to the far-wake of the disk (jj = 9). Variations in coherence at constant frequency, 
shown in Fig. 3.16, axe in agreement with previous disk wake measurements.
The symmetry imposed by the disk allowed for an illustrative description 
of the large-scale wake structures by examining elementary modes of instability or 
azimuthal constituents. The percentage of fluctuating energy contained in 
individual modes was determined through a procedure discussed in detail in 
Chapter 5. It was determined that only a small number of modes were necessary 
to describe the unsteady behavior of an axisymmetric bluff body wake or jet. 
Results of this study for an axisymmetric wake are presented in Fig. 3.17. The 
m  = 1 mode is dominant at the predominant frequency, suggesting that a well 
ordered turbulent structure, similar to a Karman vortex sheet was present. (This 
is also evident by the highly negative coherence at the predominant frequency for 
A/3 = 180° in Fig. 3.13.) At lower frequencies, the m = 2 mode dominates. Of 
particular interest is the dominance of the m = l and m =2 modes for wake flows, 
while m =0 and m = l is shown to dominate jet flows [36-37]. A further discussion 
of the interpretation of modes is given in Chapter 5.
Large-scale structures are particularly relevant when considering oscillating 
forces. The domination of the m = 1 mode in an axisymmetric wake can be 
associated with oscillating lift forces and moments on the body. The direction of 
the oscillatory lift and moment would vaxy randomly in a plane normal to the 
freestream. Oscillating drag forces on the body could be present if a dominant
28
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m  = 0 mode was represented, however, this was shown not to be the case for an 
axisymmetric wake. Fuchs, Mercker, and Michel [36-37] contend that higher 
order modes (m > 1) cannot produce net forces on the body.
A more recent use of the modal expansion technique was made by Kiya, et 
al. [49] studying axisymmetric separating and reattaching flows on blunt circular 
cylinders. Azimuthal constituents were determined from pressure fluctuations 
measured on the reattachment line using a semiconductor strain gage pressure 
transducer. The m = l mode showed a maximum, however, a maximum was also 
shown for m=9. The m = 9 mode is attributed to a 9-cell structure along the 
reattachm ent line.
3.3 Objectives: Large-Scale Structures
Upon completion of the objectives discussed in the previous chapter, it was 
intended to study the development of large-scale structures in the wake of 
axisymmetric and slanted-base bluff bodies. Previous research by Roberts [48] 
and Fuchs, Mercker, and Michel [36-37] provided the ground work for such a 
study. Of particular interest is the influence of the developing boundary layer 
ahead of separation on large-scale structures in the wake. This study is in the 
spirit of Wille’s early work with three-dimensional jet flows [38].
It is also intended to expand on the work of Xia and Bearman [22] by 
examining Reynolds number effects on large-scale structures behind slanted-base 
bluff bodies. The effects of tripping the boundary layer upstream of separation 
shall be examined. The measurements necessary to accomplish these task are as 
follows:
(1) Wake periodicity measurements using a single hot-wire at different locations 
in the wakes of slanted-base bluff body models versus Reynolds number.
29
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(2) Wake periodicity measurements in the wakes of slanted-base bluff body 
models with boundary layer trips ahead of separation.
(3) Coherence measurements using two hot-wires positioned along a plane in the 
wake of an axisymmetric bluff body. The intent of these measurements is 
to examine the effects of boundary layer transition ahead of separation, and 
to compare these results with an initially laminar free shear layer.
30
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Fig. 3.1 Boundary Layer Separation in the Wake of a Circular Cylinder
Fig. 3.2 Karman Vortex Street in the Wake of a Circular Cylinder
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Fig. 3.4 Ring Vortices in the Wake of a Circular Jet
Free Boundary Layer Transition
Fixed Boundary Layer Transition
Fig. 3.5 Effect of Boundary Layer State on Ring Vortex Development
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Fig. 3.6
Fig. 3.7 Organized Structures in the Wake of a Sphere
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Fig. 3.8 Organized Structures in a Plane Mixing Layer
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Fig. 3.10 Power Spectrum in the Wake of a Circular Disk
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Fig. 3.12 Coordinate System for Cross-Spectra Measurements
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Fig. 3.14 Coherence Measurements at Constant Frequency (Roberts)
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Fig. 3.17 Summary of Azimuthal Constituents in the Wake of a 
Circular Disk
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Chapter 4 STEADY NEAR-WAKE ANALYSIS
The material in this chapter is intended for conceptual understanding of 
the steady development of slanted-base bluff body near-wake flows and is not 
intended to be an exhaustive study of the near-wake flow field. A full three- 
dimensional Navier-Stokes solution with an appropriate turbulence model would 
be necessary to fully describe the complex near-wake formations behind bluff 
bodies. Instead, classical theories with appropriate simplifications are used to 
provide a physical understanding of base flow phenomena.
4.1 Vortex Formation
Flow visualization results from previous studies indicate that the formation 
of the vortical near-wake behind a slanted-base bluff body is accompanied by 
reattachm ent of the free shear layer on the base [16-26]. This is represented in 
Fig. 4.1. If flow reattachment can be related to the occurrence of these vortices 
through suitable arguments, then the formation of the vortical near-wake can be 
predicted in terms of the parameters influencing flow reattachment.
An idealized base flow model for a slanted-base bluff body was developed 
by Sedney [50] to study the vortical near-wake formation. A vehicle-like 
configuration was chosen for this study as shown in Fig. 4.2 due to its straight side 
edges. In order to form a simple solution to the base flow problem, it was 
assumed that the slanted-base was infinitely long so that no upstream or 
downstream base corner existed. Therefore, a solution could be developed
41
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independent of variations along the base. This assumption is common in the 
study of infinite swept wings [50-51]. Further simplifications made in this study 
were to neglect the upstream influences on the resulting base flow, such as the 
boundary layer, streamline curvature, and the pressure gradients along the
centerbody. This allowed the external flow upstream of the base to be considered 
equivalent to the freestream velocity, Uqq, moving parallel to the top and side 
surfaces as shown in Fig. 4.3.
Under these assumptions, the side-flow component normal to the
separation line, Un, is represented as
Un =  Uoo-cos0 (4.1)
An estimate of the side-flow component parallel to the edge, U^, is represented as
Ut =  Uoo-sinV> (4.2)
An important parameter that can be estimated from this simplified base flow
model is the swirl angle of the near-wake vortex, defined as
(f> =  ta n '1 (4.3)
where U^ and Us are respectively the angular and streamwise vortex velocity 
components. Sedney estimated the vortex velocity components as
U(J = 0(U n)= 0 ( U cc-cosi/)) (4.4)
Us = 0(U t ) = 0 (U 00.sin^) (4.5)
Therefore, the vortex swirl angle, in the presence of flow reattachm ent, is 
estimated as
<j> — ip (4.6)
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4.2 Parameters Influencing Reattachment
A literature survey on the requirements for a completely laminar free shear 
layer behind a bluff body was conducted by Roshko and Lau [52]. The results of 
their survey axe shown in Fig. 4.4. It is shown that the criterion for a completely 
laminar free shear layer is
ReD < 100 (4.7)
or h*l  < 1 0 0 - ( ^ ) 2 (4.8)
This criterion depends on the Reynolds number and the fineness ratio, of the 
bluff body. Equation (4.8) can be modified by assuming that a Blausius boundary 
layer velocity profile is present at separation. The boundary layer thickness at 
separation, <5S, can therefore be approximated as
*s _  5 
L
Substituting Eqn. (4.9) into Eqn. (4.8) allows the laminar reattachm ent criterion 
to  be express in terms of the boundary layer thickness at separation.
| ~ 1  (4.10)
where R is the radius of a bluff body, or the step height of a backward facing step. 
Equation (4.10) shows that laminar reattachm ent of a free shear layer is not 
possible if the shear layer thickness is small compared to R. This suggests that 
increasing the Reynolds number results in transition in the free shear layer 
upstream of the wake stagnation point. This behavior is shown in the smoke 
visualization pictures in the free shear layer of a backward facing step shown in
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Fig. 4.5. Transition in the free shear layer before reattachment results in 
increased mixing and therefore, a further reduction in base pressure compared to 
the case of no transition in the free shear layer. (Transition in the free shear layer 
is indicated by a dispersion of smoke due to turbulent mixing.) An increased 
curvature of the free shear layer towards the base axis also results, which may 
allow for reattachm ent to occur sooner.
For the case of a slanted-base bluff body, transition in the free shear layer 
may cause reattachm ent on the slanted-base, which would not occur for a laminar 
free shear layer. If the shear layer is turbulent from the onset of separation, as 
occurs for fixed boundary layer transition, then base flow reattachment is further 
enhanced. It has been demonstrated in previous studies that a turbulent 
centerbody boundary layer actually prevents the formation of the vortical wake 
resulting from base flow reattachment [24]. This was clearly shown in Fig. 2.17. 
Therefore, it is not possible to fully explain reattachment in terms of increased 
turbulence in the free shear layer.
To fully understand the occurrence and development of near-wake flow 
patterns behind slanted-base bluff bodies, it appears that one must also analyze 
the boundary layer state ahead of separation. The boundary layer displacement 
thickness, 8*, indicates the distance external streamlines are shifted away from 
the wall due to viscous effects as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. Therefore, thicker 
boundary layers at separation result in the external streamlines being released 
further from the body, reducing the possibility of flow reattachment on 
downstream surfaces. The displacement thickness decreases with increasing 
Reynolds number until transition moves upstream from the free shear layer to the 
boundary layer ahead of separation. The possibility of flow reattachment on 
downstream surfaces is greatest when the displacement thickness is a minimum, 
i.e., the point where transition just occurs at separation. Therefore, a minimum
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displacement thickness occurs simultaneously with increased mixing within the 
separated region. These two effects, occurring simultaneously, may be responsible 
for the change in flow structure in the near-wake. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. 
Nash [4] has concluded that transition occurring just ahead of separation on bluff 
bodies results in a minimum base pressure. Other authors simply speculated that 
this is attributed to some phenomena of turbulent flow occurring close to 
transition [53-54].
4.3 Prediction of Reattachment: Theory of Nash
A two-dimensional study relating the parameters that influence flow 
reattachment on slant-based bluff bodies is now considered. In this study, the 
theory of Nash [4] is employed. Earlier two-dimensional base flow theories were 
either unable to account for the boundary layer thickness at separation, or were 
unable to account for the static pressure rise at reattachment [55-57]. The theory 
of Nash accounts for such influences. This theory is developed in terms of 
the stream function, tP, where
g U - p v ,  v * = ^  (4.11a)
I f  = f" u* = ^  (4'llb )
Nash accounts for the boundary layer thickness at separation by replacing 
the real shear layer at separation by an equivalent shear layer growing from zero 
thickness as shown in Fig. 4.8. Nash contends that the total momentum within 
the free shear layer is conserved, i.e., the momentum of the equivalent free shear 
layer is equal to that of the real separating boundary layer. This is represented in 
the following integral relation:
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.  J#.
 ̂ I U* • dip Lqjjjv SHEAR LAYER — ■) /  u* ■ dip [b o u n d a r y  LAYER (4-12)
l *DA J l ^S  J
where \I/0 represents an external streamline, ^ DA represents the lower boundary of 
the equivalent free shear layer, and is the separating streamline. The 
momentum thickness of the equivalent shear layer is
*o
peVe6sh =  j {  l -u*) -d<£  =  % - % - < $  = y M- V s (4.13a)
*s
The momentum thickness of the boundary layer at separation is 
*o
peUe^BL= J  ( l - u * ) - d $  =  $ 0 - $ DA- t f  = tfM- t f DA (4.13b)
*DA
where is defined as a “median streamline” such that
=  (4.14)
Notice that =  ^ DA if the momentum thickness of the boundary layer, 0BL is 
equal to the momentum thickness of the shear layer, 0SL just after separation.
The equivalent free shear layer is assumed to grow linearly from its origin 
at a distance x 1 upstream of separation, such that the local velocity, u*, can be 
expressed as follows:
® =  PeUe(x +  x') • f(u*) (4.15)
such that, -  $ DA(x) =  /?eUe(x +  x') • f(0) (4.16)
and at the separation point,
*M-*DA(0) =  PeUe x'-f(0) (4.17)
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The distance to the origin of the equivalent shear layer can be eliminated from 
Eqn. (4.15) by substitution of Eqns. (4.13)-(4.14) and (4.16)-(4.17).
=  (4.18)
The velocity profile within the equivalent free shear layer is given by
u* =  ^  • (l +  erf£) where, £ =  ^  and a -  12 (4.19)
y  .  ^
By definition, ^  =  J  pu. • dy =  ^ J  p u  • d f (4.20)
Substitution of Eqn. (4.20) into Eqn. (4.15) allows f(u*) to be rewritten as follows:
£m
f(«*) = b J p V  i (  where, =  £  (4.21)
(
*M* 2
or, f(u*) =  J  p * u*e^ • du* =  i r  ̂  P *u * ' du*> £*+ small (4.22)
* *u u
The velocity, u*, can be related to the density, p * ,  through the following 
isentropic relation:
n W =  V I S *  (4.23)
( 7  — l )M e '
Pm . *
such tha t, f(u*) = ------ —-----„ /  = ------- —-----o 'M ^ )  (4.24)
cr(7 - l ) M e 2 ^  P *  <7 ( 7  — l)M e  
P
4 7
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„  ,  1 + 1 ^ 1 . M e 2 ( l - u * 2 )
where, A =  \ ----------*---------J -  (4.25)
* 1 + I ^ l . M e 2 ( l - u M* 2 )
An advantage of using the median streamline as a reference in Eqn. (4.25) is that 
the velocity component, uM* , is constant at low speeds. Its value is determined 
to be, uM* =0.578, by substitution of Eqns. (4.19), (4.23), and (4.21) into Eqn. 
(4.14).
To complete the base flow problem, Nash considers the pressure rise in the 
reattachm ent region [57-59]. The pressure rise along the reattachment streamline, 
\&R, from a value of pB to a value of pr at reattachment is related to the density 
rise along the reattachment streamline by the following relation, assuming a 
polytropic compression:
1/7
K ;  =  ( K )  (4-26)
PR  \P b  /
It is further assumed that the recovery temperature along the wall upstream of 
separation is equivalent to the recovery temperature in the base region, and that 
the Prandtl number, Pr->1. The following relation can now be included in the 
analysis:
P b * _  P b * 





PR  \ P r * /
Since the cavity fluid velocity, uB*, is considered negligible, AB can be expressed 
as follows:
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Substitution of Eqn. (4.27) into Eqn. (4.24) gives the following relation:
7 - 1
7 - 1/7
ff ln A®such that, =  1----------- f f i j - ------  (4.31)
It is now assumed that no base bleed is present such that,
%  -  $ R =  0 (4.32)
Substitution of Eqns. (4.30)-(4.32) into (4.18), recalling that x =  Lr at 
reattachment, a relationship between the boundary layer momentum thickness, 6, 
and the reattachment length, Lr , is determined.
B
9 ~ C A (A -B ) (4.33)
f 1 + Li-Me2 )
where, A = ln ^ ----------- -— s  I (4.34)
<4-35)
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For low subsonic Mach numbers, ^  is shown in Fig. 4.9 to be very sensitive to
the pressure ratio, Specifically Lr and 8 axe of the same magnitude as -► 1.
If the boundary layer momentum thickness at separation does not change
appreciably with the slant-angle, then a result of ■£- increasing is that Lr
Lr
decreases. Therefore, a decrease in the pressure ratio, pg may result in 
reattachm ent of the shear layer on the base.
For increasing base slant-angles, the reduced pressure in the base region, 
pB) draws the upper separated stream, Sy, towards the lower separated stream, 
SL, as illustrated in Fig. 4.10. For a sufficiently large base slant-angle, there is 
minimal curvature of the lower stream towards the base axis, as shall be shown in 
Chapter 7. The pressure in the lower stream may therefore be represented by a 
constant pressure mixing region [13]. Previous research into axisymmetric near­
wakes by Merz, Page, and Przirembel [3] have shown that a 3.5% increase in the 
local Mach number (Moo = 0.11) occurs 0.17 base diameters upstream of 
separation. This is a result of the elliptic nature of subsonic flow, i.e., flow 
discontinuities axe not present as in locally supersonic flow. It follows that the 
static pressure of the lower stream at separation is equivalent to the base pressure, 
i.e., P s L ~ P b - Furthermore, considering a constant pressure mixing region, the 
pressure, ps is equivalent to the recovery pressure, pr . Under such conditions, 
the numerator of Eqn. 4.34 becomes small, suggesting that Lr is small. It follows 
that base flow reattachment may occur under these circumstances.
4.4 Prediction of Reattachment: Theory of Stratford
Stratford’s zero skin friction limiting pressure distribution [60] for 
turbulent, incompressible flow is used to predict the conditions for reattachment
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of the separated shear layer on slanted-base bluff bodies. The advantage of 
Stratford’s method over other prediction methods is tha t detailed boundary layer 
calculations are not necessary, as is the case for differential or integral methods 
[61-62]. This method has predicted separation on a variety of two-dimensional 
configurations successfully with examples given in Refs. [61, 63-65]. Although 
Stratford’s method is based on incompressible flow assumptions, it has been shown 
to accurately predict separation in compressible-subsonic and transonic flow 
regimes [64-65].
Research on cylindrical bodies in axial flow have shown tha t the developing 
boundary layer is substantially different than tha t occurring in planar two- 
dimensional flow as S/K  becomes large [66]. It is assumed tha t the boundary 
layer thickness, 6 is small compared to the bluff body radius, R  so that a two- 
dimensional analysis similar to Page [13] can be continued.
Stratford’s method is based on the concept of a limiting pressure 
distribution, which is defined as the adverse pressure distribution for which zero 
skin friction exists, but separation is just avoided. This method is derived for 
fully turbulent flows on a flat plate with an adverse pressure gradient originating 
from the leading edge, and is based on sub-dividing the boundary layer into inner 
and outer regions. In the outer portion, the shear forces are small compared to 
either the inertial forces or the adverse pressure gradient. The following relations 
are applicable in the outer region:
1
& = ( £ ) "  <4-37>
s  =  ( n + l ) ( n + 2 )  $ 6 < n < 8
(4.38)
_ I
0 =  0.036x • (Rex ) 5 (4.39)
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In the inner portion, the fluid inertia is small, therefore the pressure forces axe 
balanced entirely by the shear forces. For zero shear stress, the dynamic pressure 
in the inner layer is expressed as:
IpU 2 =  ^— o ' j r - y  (r =  0) (4.40)
2 (0.41A)2 v v >
where A is an empirical constant used to represent any effects the adverse pressure 
gradient may have on the mixing length. The term  A is determined 
experimentally by maintaining a flow just at the separation condition. Stratford 
suggests that A =  0.66 [67]. Stratford’s limiting pressure distribution is derived 
via the following two conditions required to join the inner and outer regions:
i. 14 411dy J inner dy  / outer '' '
y y
/ ( i J d y)i„„e, = /(u-<iy)0ate, (4.42)
0 0
The following equation for the limiting pressure distribution results:
C p  =  0 . 6 4 5 - | o . 4 3 5 - R 05 . ( x 5 - l ) } n 6 < n < 8  (4 .4 3 )
where, Rc = , x =  x _  (4 .44)
XEQ
Modifications to Stratford’s method account for regions of laminar flow and
favorable pressure gradient, by replacing these regions with an equivalent constant
pressure turbulent region growing over a distance, xT . The equivalence
EQ
criterion is the momentum thickness at the point of peak velocity [60]. For an
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in i t i a l l y  la m in a r  b o u n d a r y  la y e r  i n  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  a  p r e s s u r e  g r a d ie n t ,  t h e  
m o m e n t u m  t h ic k n e s s ,  0 ^  a t  t h e  t r a n s i t io n  p o in t ,  X TR, m e a s u r e d  f r o m  t h e  le a d in g  
e d g e  is
X'J'R
%= 0 . 6 6 4 . 1 (4. 45)
For a flat plate in the absence of pressure gradients, the momentum thickness is 
determined from classical laminar boundary layer theory to be:
1
6r =  0.036 • f Tr -^— (4.46)
l e q  ^ U x l e q '  V *
Equations (4.45) and (4.46) allow for the solution of the equivalent flat plate 
length, xLeq, of a laminar boundary in the presence of a pressure gradient. After 
some manipulation, xL is determined to be
EQ
3 f XTR/  TT \  5 •) 5
“ r  ( 4 - 4 7 )
where X and x are distances from the actual and equivalent leading edges, 
respectively.
A similar manipulation occurs for a turbulent boundary layer in the
presence of a pressure gradient. The required flat plate length, xT , that yields
GQ
equivalent turbulent boundary layer growth, in the presence of a pressure 
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where X and x are distances from the actual and equivalent leading edges
respectively. Equation (4.48) can be rewritten in a more convenient form as 
follows:
^ f t ) 3?  te )3dX + J  te)3dX (4-49)o xTR
where XTR is the actual location of the transition point. The first integral in Eqn. 
(4.49) accounts for the development of the laminax boundary layer, and is simply 
the equivalent length, xL , developed previously. Therefore, the equivalent
GQ
length, xx , necessary in the development of Stratford’s method can be written
EQ
in its final form as:
/Rft)5d(*))+/©3dx ( 4 - 5 o )
TR 0 XTR
Equations (4.43), (4.44), and (4.50) axe used in the following sections to predict 
reattachm ent on the 45° slanted-base for various free-stream and boundaxy layer 
conditions.
4.4.1 Previous Reattachment Predictions (Airfoils)
Stratford’s method has been used successfully in predicting both separation 
and reattachment locations on two-dimensional surfaces [61, 63-65]. Reattachment 
is predicted by comparing the limiting pressure distribution defined in Eqns. 
(4.43), (4.44) and (4.50), to the pressure distribution required for attached flow. 
Van Ingen [68] applied this method to two-dimensional laminar separation bubbles 
on Wortmann airfoils [69] as shown in Fig. 4.11, starting the calculations from the 
measured transition point. It was demonstrated that at low Reynolds numbers,
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r*
(Rec  = 0.118x10 ), the limiting pressure distribution curve failed to intersect the 
pressure distribution required for attached flow. Therefore, Stratford’s method 
was unable to provide the required pressure rise for reattachm ent, and bursting 
occurred.
4.4.2 Reattachment Predictions (Slanted-Base Bluff Bodies)
Stratford’s method is used to predict the effects of the Reynolds number, 
Rep, and trip location, xXR, on slant-based bluff body flow reattachment. The 
availability of surface pressure data over the length of a similar model used in a 
previous study [24, 70] provide the necessary inputs for Stratford’s limiting 
pressure method [60, 67]. Figure 4.12 shows the configuration with accompanying 
surface pressure. In order to continue with this analysis, the location of the 
transition point within the separation region m ust be determined from 
experimental results. This requires high resolution of base pressures within the 
separated region. Base pressures were not resolved in great detail in this study, 
therefore, the transition location could not be determined by inspection of the 
pressure distribution. However, it is known that the switch in base flow patterns 
occurs at Rep ~  60,000, signaling flow reattachm ent on the base. Furthermore, 
flow visualization with liquid crystals suggests tha t transition occurs at the base, 
= 1 , for Rep ~ 60,000 and moves upstream with increasing Reynolds number
[24].
Figure 4.13 shows limiting pressure distributions along the 45° slanted-base 
model for various boundary layer trip locations on the model. The minimum 
allowable pressure distribution necessary for reattachm ent in Fig. 4.13 is 
represented by a boundary layer trip location at separation, j^ = l .  It is shown 
that limiting pressure distributions associated with boundary layer trip locations 
ahead of separation are insufficient to provide for flow reattachm ent. This is in
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agreement with previous measurements for the 45° base model which revealed that 
boundary layer trips ahead of separation prevented the formation of the vortical 
near-wake associated with base flow reattachm ent [24]. This was shown in Fig. 
2.17.
Reattachment predictions for a fixed boundary layer trip location at 
separation are shown in Fig. 4.14. The minimum allowable pressure distribution 
necessary for reattachment is represented by Reynolds numbers above 60,000. It 
is shown that limiting pressure distributions associated with Reynolds numbers 
below 60,000 are insufficient to provide an adequate pressure distribution for 
reattachm ent. This is in agreement with previous free-transition results for the 
45° base model, as shown in Fig. 2.14.
The trends tha t are presented in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 are in agreement with 
trends of the previous research, therefore, an attem pt was made to predict 
whether base flow reattachm ent could occur on the 45° base for a given Reynolds 
number and boundary layer trip location. This was accomplished by examining 
the corresponding limiting pressure distribution. If the limiting pressure 
distribution did not intersect the minimum pressure distribution necessary for 
reattachm ent, then reattachment was not present.
Figure 4.15 shows the envelope of boundary layer trip locations and 
Reynolds numbers necessary for flow reattachment. It is shown that the 
boundary layer trip location may move upstream with increasing Reynolds 
number and still provide an adequate pressure distribution for reattachm ent. For 
a Reynolds number of 300,000-the upper bounds of the 13-inch MSBS facility- 
base flow reattachment is predicted to occur for boundary layer trip locations, j£, 
greater than 82%. The edge of the envelope is shown to decay with increasing 
Reynolds number, therefore, base flow reattachment cannot occur at a moderate 
Reynolds number for a boundary layer trip location at the centerbody leading 
edge of the 45° base model.
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Fig. 4.1 Flow Reattachment on Slanted-Base
(a) Quasi-axisymmetric Separation Pattern
(b) 3-D Separation Pattern
Fig. 4.2 3-D Slanted-Base Bluff Body
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Fig. 4.3 Flow Model for Vortex Formation
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Fig. 4.4 Criterion for a Turbulent or Laminar Free Shear Layer
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Uw= 29.5 ft/sec 
Fig. 4.5 Transition in a Free Shear Layer
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Fig. 4.7 Reynolds Number Influence on Displacement Thickness
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Fig. 4.8 Flow Model for Flow Reattachment: Theory of Nash
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Fig. 4.9 Effect of Recovery Pressure, Pr , on Wake Stagnation Point
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Fig. 4.12 Surface Pressure Distribution for an Ogive Cylinder Model
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Fig. 4.13 Limiting Pressure Distribution for Various Centerbody Trip Locations
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Chapter 5 TURBULENCE ANALYSIS
The nature of turbulence and the mechanisms that govern its development 
axe poorly understood, therefore, continuing experimental and theoretical studies 
of this complex phenomenon are necessary. It is supposed tha t the necessary 
information about a turbulent flow is contained in the Navier-Stokes equations, 
and that turbulent motion can be predicted through direct numerical simulation 
using these equations. Unfortunately, this procedure is difficult to  implement on 
turbulent flows of practical interest due to uncontrollable variations in the 
governing boundary and initial conditions which are not completely understood 
[71-72]. Thus, direct numerical simulation is not a feasible analytic tool at this 
time. However, statistical methods, such as spectral analysis, continue to be a 
useful approach to quantify turbulence.
It has been shown through spectral analysis that certain classes of 
turbulent flows are not completely random. For example, a bluff body wake may 
contain turbulent fluctuations whose power is associated with certain predominant 
frequencies [36-44, 47-49]. This suggests that characteristic structures are present 
in what has been generally perceived as a completely random process [73]. A 
technique for the measurement of predominant frequencies is discussed in Section
5.1. Section 5.2 discusses the cross-spectrum of two hot-wire signals.
A derivation of azimuthal constituents for an axisymmetric wake is also 
given in Section 5.2. It has been shown that large-scale structures in 
axisymmetric wakes (and jets) can be described in terms of several azimuthal
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constituents [36-37]. An extension of this procedure to examine coherent 
structures behind slanted-base bluff bodies has not been attem pted due to added 
complexities associated with a non-axisymmetric wake. Proper cross-spectral 
measurements in a non-axisymmetric wake would require detailed knowledge of 
the wake deflection to allow for correct positioning of the hot-wire probes in a 
plane normal to the wake. Furthermore, the presence of mean swirl, or helicity in 
those flows prevents the analysis of azimuthal constituents as described in Section
5.2.
5.1 Spectral Analysis: Power Spectrum
The power spectrum, P(w), indicates the power associated with turbulent 
fluctuations. The power spectrum of some stationary turbulent fluctuation, u'(t), 
is defined by taking the Fourier transform of the time correlation as shown in the 
following equation:
R(r) =  < u'(t) u '(t +  r) >  (5.1)
The power spectrum may be written as: 
oo
P(f) =  R(T) e-ifr d r (5.2)
— oo
R(t) is symmetric in time, therefore, the power spectrum is a real function of the 
frequency, f.
oo
P(f) =  ^  J  R(r) cos(fr) d r (5.3)
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The inverse may be written as:
oo oo
R(r) =  J  P(f) e^r  df =  2 J  P(f) cos(fr) df (5.4)
— oo 0
For r  =  0, one may write:
oo
R(0) =  <  u '2(t) >  =  2 y  P(f) df
0
(5.5)
Note that <  u'^(t) >  is the variance, i.e., a measure of the intensity of the
turbulent fluctuations. Therefore, Eqn. (5.5) shows the power of the turbulent 
fluctuations is simply the sum of powers of individual harmonic components of 
these fluctuations [72].
5.2 Cross-Spectral Analysis: Coherence
Similar to  the development of the power spectrum, P(f), one can define the 
wavenumber frequency spectrum by taking the Fourier transform of a space-time 
correlation function,
^2’ ^3’ k the wavenumber vector with components, kj, k2, kg, and R(£, r) is the 
space-time correlation function defined as [72]
A cross-spectrum, in terms of the space-time correlation, is similar to the 
development of the power spectrum in Eqn. (5.2), and is defined as follows:
67
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oo oo oo oo
where £ is the vector separating two points in space with vector components
R(?> t) =  <  u'(x, t) u'(x + £, t + t)  > (5.7)
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oo
p (l, f) = ^ j : y  R ( |, r) e l f  T d r (5.8)
-oo
Expressing Eqn. (5.8) in terms of the wavenumber frequency spectrum:
OO OO OO - »  -►
P ( l  f) =  J  J  J  E(k, T) emi k ' * dkjdkgdkg (5.9)
-oo -oo -oo
The inverses of Eqns. (5.8)-(5.9) are as follows: 
oo
R ( | , r ) =  j  P (£ ,f )e i f r df (5.10)
-oo
OO OO OO -
B ( k , 0 = - L j /  J  / p ( { , f ) e ' i k -f  d f (5.11)
y > -oo -oo -oo
The functions R(£, r) and E(k, f) are not symmetric in terms of r  and k, when £ 
and, f, are non-zero, therefore, unlike the power spectrum, the cross-spectrum is 
complex.
P( ?. f) =  Cw( I  f) +  i • Qw( I  f) (5.12)
The degree of correlation or coherence between two spatially separated points can 
now be defined as:
T = \CW2 + Qw2 / -Pi(f) p 2(f)
where Pj(f) and P 2(f) represent the respective power spectra of two spatially 
separated points. A swirl angle can be defined as
(j> =  tan ' 1 (5-14)
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The above equations can be greatly simplified if no mean swirl is present in 
the flow, i.e., there must be no preferred orientation of helical disturbances in the 
wake, such that Qw = 0. Random variations in the orientation of helical 
disturbances are acceptable, provided tha t sufficiently long time-averaged cross­
correlations are made. Coherence measurements in an axisymmetric bluff body 
wake by Roberts [48], Fuchs, Mercker, and Michel [36-37], and Xia and Bearman 
[22] have demonstrated tha t no preferred helical disturbances are present, 
provided that the bluff body model is properly aligned with the oncoming flow. In 
these studies, was determined to be effectively zero over the whole frequency 
range; therefore, signals were either in phase or 180° out of phase [48].
The effect of the model support strut on spectral measurements in the 
wake must also be considered. It is believed that the strength of any vortices shed 
from the strut are negligible, compared to any existing large-scale structures in 
the bluff body wake, provided the strut is properly aligned with the flow. It is 
also believed that any large-scale unsteady motion due to the interface between 
the strut and the model will be damped-out in the boundary layer on the model. 
Spectral measurements in the wake of the strut shall be made in order to examine 
the magnitude and frequency of any spectral peaks.
Continuing with the analysis, cross-spectral measurements in an 
axisymmetric wake allow the vector, £, to be written as (f^, £3) ( r , A/3,x)
as shown in Fig. 5.1. Furthermore, in an axisymmetric flow with P j and P 2 
measured on a constant radius, r, in a plane normal to the axis of symmetry, 
x=constant, Eqn. (5.12) may be rewritten as follows:
P(A/9, f) =  Cw(A/3, f) =  Cw(-A/?, f) (5.15)
Spatial periodicity also exists for axisymmetric flows, such that for any arbitrary 
radius
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Cw(A/3 +  2mr, f) =  C^A /?, f) n=0, 1, 2, ... (5.16)
Under these special conditions, the wavenumber frequency spectrum of Eqn. (5-6) 
can be greatly simplified.
7T
E(f) - w J  Cw(A0 , f) • cos(m • A ft) d/3 =  CWjm(f) m =  0, 1, 2 , ... (5.17)
0
oo
where, CW(A/3, f) =  m (f) cos(m • A/3) m =  0, 1, 2, ... (5.18)
0
Of interest is for A/3 =  0:
oo
CUO. f) =  (f) =  P(0, f) (5.19)
0
Equation (5.19) is therefore identical to the power spectrum of Eqn. (5.2). This 
shows that the total fluctuating energy is equal to the sum of the energy 
contained in each azimuthal constituent of order m, CW)in [36-37, 72].
A physical description of the azimuthal constituents in a plane normal to 
the base axis is possible by expanding Eqn. (5.18):
C ^ A A  f) =  CW)0 (f) +  CWjl(f) • cos(A/3) +  Cw>2(f) • cos(2A/3) + ... (5.20)
The m =  0 contribution may be called axisymmetric since its magnitude and 
phase are independent of A/3 [74-75]. This mode is characteristic of vortex rings 
as found in a laminar shear layer shed from a circular jet as shown in Fig. 3.4 [36- 
38]. The m =  1 contribution changes sign twice from 0° < A/3 <  360°. It may be 
positive on one half of the circle and negative on the other half as shown in Fig.
5.2 [75]. For this reason, the m =  1 term is a helical structure characteristic of 
vortex shedding as shown in Fig. 3.6. The m =  2 contribution changes sign four
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times from 0° <  A/3 <  360° and is known as the quadrupole structure [74-75]. 
Obviously, very detailed structures develop for higher order azimuthal 
constituents [74-77].
5.3 Two-Dimensional Analysis of Unsteady Wake Parameters
It has been demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3 that the slant angle and the 
state of the approaching boundary layer have a pronounced effect on the steady 
characteristics of the wake. An attem pt is now undertaken to relate fluctuating 
near-wake properties to time-averaged near-wake parameters for slant-based bluff 
bodies.
The following analysis depends on several assumptions about the nature of 
the unsteady wake. Fuchs, Mercker, and Michel [36-37] contend through spectral 
and cross-spectral analysis, that the unsteady wake behind an axisymmetric body 
normal to the flow is of the same nature as a Karman vortex sheet behind a 
circular cylinder. This is demonstrated by the dominance of the m = l mode 
through modal analyses. Perry and Lim [39] demonstrated through smoke flow 
visualization studies that the wake of an axisymmetric bluff body can be 
represented as a modified vortex tube as was shown in Fig. 3.6. Furthermore, the 
dominance of the vortex shedding mode was verified via spectral analysis in the 
current research, and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 8 . Therefore, a two- 
dimensional flow model representing a vortex street is used to represent a bluff 
body near-wake. The model chosen, due to its simplicity, was first theorized by 
von Karman [29-30, 78] and relates vortex street parameters in a closed-form 
solution. The vortex street is represented by two staggered rows of point vortices. 
The relationship is as follows:
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2
C° s = + ( - % f )  { “ th2( * )  +  ( - T f '- 2) ^ - c o t h ( ^ ) }  (5.21a)
( 5 ' 2 1 b )
where Ds is the vortex street drag per unit length, “a” is the longitudinal vortex 
spacing, b is the lateral vortex spacing, and Us is the vortex velocity relative to 
the freestream. Von Karman demonstrated tha t the vortex street behind a 
circular cylinder is, in general, unstable. Figure 5.3 shows the only arrangement 
tha t corresponds to neutral stability [29-30],
= 0.281 (Neutrally stable) (5.22)
Equation (5.21a) can be greatly simplified by substituting the stability criteria for 
vortex streets.
2
CDS =  1-583f e ) - ° - 63f e )  <5-23>
It appears advantageous to relate the vortex street drag, C ^ ,  to a more familiar 
quantity, such as the base drag, Cp . This is accomplished by considering a 
simple model for the near-wake geometry of a  bluff body configuration as shown 
in Fig. 5.4. This model requires knowledge of the wake stagnation point location 
in relation to the bluff body base. For an axisymmetric bluff body parallel to the 
flow, reattachm ent may be assumed to occur along the centerline. For a slanted- 
base configuration, the incoming flow tries to negotiate the upstream base corner, 
resulting in a downward deflection of the flow as previously discussed in Chapter 
4. By referring to Fig. 5.4, the following relation for the vortex-street drag may 
be written.
CDs =  f(^)(?)S?) (5'24)
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Furthermore,
b _  D cos(^> +  rj)
cos (rjj)
(5.25)
Therefore, the ratio of the base diameter to the lateral vortex spacing in Eqn. 
(5.24) can be replaced by Eqn. (5.25) as follows:
(5.26)
The shedding frequency can be nondimensionalized as:
(5.27)
where, Stp, is the Strouhal number. If UN is defined as the vortex velocity 
relative to the model, then the shedding frequency, f, may be rewritten as:
A result of this model in Fig. 5.4 is that the lateral spacing between vortices, i.e., 
the wake width, decreases with increasing slant angle. In view of the vortex 
stability criterion of Eqn. (5.22), the longitudinal vortex spacing must decrease 
proportionally with the lateral spacing, resulting in an increased shedding 
frequency as shown through Eqn. (5.28). It has been observed previously that 
bluff bodies with narrower wakes are associated with increased shedding 
frequencies and higher base drags [79]. This is demonstrated in Chapter 3 by the 
differences in the predominant frequency between an axisymmetric bluff body and 
a disk placed normal to the flow. This has also been demonstrated for increasing 
base slant angle in the absence of base flow reattachment. Therefore, the above 
model for the near-wake geometry gives an indication as to why increased
(5.28)
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shedding frequencies axe associated with higher slant angles in this study. In 
continuing, the freestream velocity, Uqq, may be represented as:
Uoo =  UM +  (Uoo-UM) (5.29)
The terms within the parenthesis simply represent the vortex street velocity 
relative to the freestream velocity, i.e.,
Uoo =  Um +  Us (5.30)
By substituting Eqns. (5.25), (5.27), and (5.28) into Eqn. (5.30), and after some 
manipulation, the following relationship can be developed:
U,£ - = ! - { * •  C0SW’ +  I?) . StD (5.31)
Uoo b cos(0)
By substituting Eqns. (5.26) and (5.31) into Eqn. (5.23), the following relation 
between the Strouhal number and time-averaged quantities may be written.
CD =  4.32 • cos(^ +  7?) -  5.21 • C°s2(^  +  v) Stp  -  36.15 • +  ^  StD2 (5.32)
D B  ^  "  0 0 8 ( 7 ? )  D cos ( 7? )  D  ^ '
Therefore, fluctuating near-wake properties can be related to time-averaged near­
wake parameters for slanted-base bluff bodies. Knowledge of the base drag, C p , 
allows for the calculation of the vortex shedding frequency, f, via a second order 
polynomial. Equation (5.32) can be greatly simplified by considering the 0° base, 
where and 7? are identically 0, so that
CD =4.32-5 .21  StD -  36.15 StD2 (5.33)
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Fig. 5.2 Representation of m = l and m =2 Azimuthal Constituents
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Fig. 5.3 Streamlines in a Stable Vortex Street
Fig. 5.4 Geometric Model for Stj^ Variations with Base Drag
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Chapter 6 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The current study has been conducted in two facilities, namely the NASA 
Langley Research Center 6-inch Magnetic Suspension and Balance System 
(MSBS), and the Old Dominion University (ODU) 4-foot x 3-foot low-speed wind 
tunnel. The model in the 6-inch facility is magnetically suspended inside the test 
section and is therefore free of any support interference. Measurements in the 6- 
inch MSBS facility were not meant to be an exhaustive survey of the wake 
structure behind slanted-base bluff bodies, but rather to account for how the 
boundary layer state affects the overall drag coefficient. This facility is described 
in Section 6.1 below.
The study conducted in the ODU facility was intended to be a 
comprehensive survey of near-wake parameters in relation to the upstream 
boundary layer thickness and boundary layer state. All base pressure, wake 
stagnation point, and boundary layer momentum thickness measurements, as well 
as near-wake spectral measurements have been made in this facility, which is 
described in Section 6.2.
6.1 NASA Langley 6-inch MSBS
The 6-inch Magnetic Suspension and Balance System is installed in a low- 
speed open-circuit wind tunnel, capable of Mach numbers exceeding 0.5. The 
facility is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.1. The test section for this facility is 
octagonal with 6.25 inch spacings across the flats. A calibration of the test section
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freestream velocity with the pressure drop across the contraction is given in 
Appendix A .l for this facility.
The facility was constructed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
(MIT) in the late 1960’s [80-81]. It was relocated to NASA Langley Research 
Center in 1984 for use in MSBS research [82-83]. The models used in this facility, 
described in detail in the following section, were constructed entirely of solid, low- 
hysteresis iron and magnetized by a steady field applied along the test section 
axis. Forces and torques axe generated by applied magnetic field gradients and 
transverse fields, respectively, according to the magnetic field relations
F = y  (M -V)B dV (6.1)
V
T = y  (M xB) dV (6.2)
V
The model position was monitored continuously, in five degrees-of-freedom, by an 
Electro-Magnetic Position Sensor (EPS) system. The electro-magnet power 
supplies are a combination of 3-phase thyratron supplies, field controlled motor 
generator sets, and D. C. motor-generators. Recent hardware improvements, such 
as completely rebuilt position sensing electronics, have greatly reduced signal 
noise and drift [82-83]. Signal coil outputs provide signals in five degrees-of- 
freedom. Roll information is available for non-axisymmetric models.
6.1.1 Wind Tunnel Models
Two bluff body models were used in this study-namely, a 0° base and a 45° 
slanted-base ogive cylinder as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. As mentioned previously, 
the models were fabricated from solid low hysteresis iron and were magnetized by
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a steady field applied along the axis of the test section. Both models consisted of 
a 2.5-inch ogive radius forebody and 3.5-inch cylindrical centerbody. Model 
diameters are 1-inch with a length to diameter ratio of 5:1.
6.1.2 Drag Calibration
Due to the absence of struts and other mechanical support devices, drag 
measurements cannot be made using conventional methods. It is possible, 
however, to perform a calibration of model axial force to the axial electromagnet 
current in order to derive drag coefficients during testing. The calibration is 
performed with the model suspended at zero incidence and side-slip as illustrated 
in Fig. 6.3. Thread is carefully attached to the model base region and is routed 
over a pulley, outside the test section. Known weights are attached to the thread 
to provide axial loading. The calibration is also shown in Fig. 6.3. The 
calibration is very linear due to the design of the 6-inch MSBS [83].
6.1.3 Flow Visualization
Smoke flow visualization using vaporized propylene glycol was used to 
detail the near-wake of the 45° base model. Propylene glycol was vaporized and 
injected upstream of the honeycomb structure. A 5 mW laser, in conjunction 
with a  cylindrical lens, was used to create a light sheet tha t illuminated the near- 
wake. The light sheet could be oriented to pass either parallel or perpendicular to 
the model axis. Flow visualization images were recorded on Super VHS tape 
using a small CCD camera. The model was painted flat black for these tests to 
help prevent wash-out of the images, if a portion of the laser sheet intersected the 
model. Appropriate images could be downloaded from tape to a computer for the 
purpose of digital enhancement [82].
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6.2 ODU 4~foot* S-foot Low-Speed Facility
Extensive bluff body wake and boundary layer measurements were carried 
out in the Old Dominion University (ODU) 4-foot x 3-foot Low-Speed Facility, 
illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.4. The wind tunnel is driven by a 125 
horsepower motor and is capable of reaching speeds in excess of 130 mph [84]. 
The freestream turbulence intensity (̂ Ju/2/U 00) in this facility did not exceed 
0.2%, as shown in Appendix A.2. For the current study, the Reynolds numbers, 
based on the model base diameter (Rep), ranged from 40,000 to  250,000.
Pressure differentials and test section temperatures in this facility were 
acquired by a Hewlett Packard 3497A Data Acquisition and Control Unit. The 
data acquisition software tha t drives the HP3497A was controlled with an IBM 
PC. A typical data acquisition software program is given in Appendix B. 
Pressure differentials were measured by 10-torr MKS™, Model 310 differential 
pressure transducers in conjunction with MKS™ , Model 170 amplifiers. Test 
section temperatures were measured with Type-J thermocouples. A schematic of 
the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 6.5. The pressure drop across the 
contraction was determined from the average of a 100 data samples, and is related 
to the test section velocity via an earlier calibration. Stagnation and static test 
section pressures were measured relative to the static pressure at the test section 
entrance, and are related to the static pressure at the longitudinal measuring 
station through another calibration. Wind tunnel calibrations for the ODU 
facility are given in Appendices A.3-A.4.
A three-axis traverse shown in Fig. 6.5, located on the test section upper 
wall, was installed for use in boundary layer measurements and wake surveys. 
The traverse position was adjusted via external controls and could be monitored 
to within 0.001 inches in the vertical direction and 0.01 inches in the longitudinal 
and lateral directions.
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6.2.1 Wind Tunnel Model
The model used in this study is illustrated in Fig. 6.6 . The model was 
supported by a swept, wing-like strut attached to the front of the aluminum 
forebody, in a favorable pressure gradient. This was thought to reduce the 
disturbance of the boundary layer, whereas attaching the strut to the centerbody 
was likely to cause boundary layer tripping, as indicated in an earlier study [24]. 
Interchangeable centerbody and base components, manufactured from 3.5-inch 
o.d. PVC tubing, cover a range of slant-angles (0°, 40°, 45°, and, 50°). The 
centerbody was manufactured with a slight taper in order to delay boundary layer 
transition to a higher Reynolds number. The taper angle was 0.3°, while the 
length-to-base diameter ratio for all models was 6:1 , where the length of the model 
was measured from the forebody leading edge to the leading edge corner of the 
base. Blockage or other boundary corrections were considered to be unnecessary 
because the model cross-sectional area ratioed to the test section area is less than 
1% [85-88]. Shop drawings of this model are given in Appendix C.
6.2.2 Base Pressure Measurements
Base pressures were measured through a number of pressure taps 
positioned on each base. A large number (44) of taps were densely packed on the 
45° and 50° bases, where large pressure gradients were expected to exist due to  the 
presence of longitudinal vortices. The spacing was determined from flow 
visualization results in an earlier slanted-base study [24]. A sparse pressure tap 
pattern was employed on the 0° and 40° bases because the near-wake was known to 
be a turbulent closure with weaker pressure gradients. Previous flow visualization 
results from an earlier slanted-base study also indicated that the base flow 
patterns were quite symmetric along the vertical centerline of the bases [24]. This 
allowed symmetry to be exploited in the placement of the pressure taps. Figure
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6.7 illustrates the pressure tap pattern for several bases. To eliminate the 
necessity for routing a large number of pressure tubes out of the model, a 48- 
channel Scanivalve™ was located inside the centerbody. The associated electrical 
wiring and a single pressure tube were fed through the forebody, down a groove in 
the strut and out of the test section to the channel switching electronics and 
pressure transducers.
6.2.3 Wake Stagnation Point Measurements
A specially manufactured pressure probe enabled the measurement of the 
wake stagnation point location behind the lower angle slanted-bases. The 
configuration is attributed to Gai and Patil [5] and is illustrated in Fig. 6 .8 . The 
probe was manufactured from two yjj inch O.D. brass tubes that were epoxied 
together after their bonding surfaces were sufficiently flattened. The tips were 
ground and smoothed to a 30° angle, measured with respect to the probe stem.
This probe configuration could measure the velocity head directly, at any 
near-wake location behind an axisymmetric bluff body, with proper calibration. 
For the current research, the probe was used only to locate the region where no 
measurable velocity head was present. This location could correspond to two 
possible flow orientations -  namely, the location of zero velocity (wake 
stagnation), or friction-free flow, parallel to  the probe stem. W ith proper 
orientation of the probe, the latter could be excluded. The probe was mounted to 
the three-axis traverse, discussed previously. The pressure differential was 
measured by a similar arrangement to that used for base pressure measurements, 
described in the previous section.
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6.2.4 Boundary Layer Measurements
Boundary layer velocity profiles were measured ahead of the leading edge 
corner of the base at a longitudinal location of - j p  = -0.20. A boundary layer 
stagnation probe was used for these measurements. The design is similar to an 
ordinary stagnation-type probe, however, the probe tip was flattened and its walls 
filed lightly to minimize its cross-sectional area. This results in an oval-shaped tip 
with a minimum outer diameter of 0.02 inches. The probe was traversed 
vertically through the boundary layer, with the vertical position determined to 
within 0.001 inches. The stagnation pressure was measured relative to the static 
pressure at the test section entrance, and is related to the static pressure at the 
longitudinal measuring station via the calibration discussed previously.
The vertical location of the wall (centerbody surface) was determined by 
inspection of the boundary layer stagnation pressure data. As the probe traversed 
downward through the boundary layer, the static pressure decreased until the wall 
was reached. If the probe was lowered further, the tip was designed to deflect 
upwards and into regions of higher stagnation pressure. This resulted in a 
minimum stagnation pressure as the probe’s lower surface rested on the wall. By 
taking the sensing location to be the probe center, the wall location could be 
determined. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.9.
6.2.5 Predominant Frequency Measurements
A TSI, IFA-100 constant-temperature, hot-wire anemometer, in 
conjunction with a TSI IFA-200 multi-channel digitizer and an 8086-based 
microcomputer were used for turbulence measurements. The TSI thermal 
anemometry software package controlled the probe calibration, data acquisition 
and the data analysis. The anemometer software and hardware allow for 
temperature compensation. The sensors used were commercial TSI-T1-5,
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Tungsten wire sensors (d = 5/un, 1 = 1.25 mm), operated at an overheat of 1.8. A 
calibration program in the software package was used to generate a best fit 4th- 
order polynomial, relating the hot-wire probe voltage to velocity.
A single hot-wire was used to extract predominant flow frequencies. The 
hot-wire was supported on the three-axis traverse used for pressure measurements, 
and positioned along a vertical plane in the wake at the axial position, ^  = 7. The 
selected radial position for the probe corresponded to the location where the hot­
wire signal was most periodic. A schematic of the set-up is shown in Fig. 6.10. 
Turbulence intensities at this location were below 10%, and therefore, were within 
a suitable calibration range for the hot-wire system. Power spectra were 
constructed from more than 51,200 streamwise velocity samples, taken at 
sampling rates between 500-1000 Hz.
6.2.6 Coherence Measurements
Coherence measurements in the wake of the 0° base model were obtained in 
terms of the cross-correlation of the streamwise fluctuating velocity component, 
u'. Two single hot-wire probes, positioned along a plane at an axial wake location 
of = 7, were used to measure the coherence of the fluctuating velocity 
components, as shown in Fig. 6.11. Coherence measurements were made by fixing 
one sensor support to  the traverse and then rotating the other via an extension 
arm bolted to the traverse. Alignment of the probes was accomplished by using 
an aluminum template, shaped in the geometry of the 0° base and containing 
scribed radial and angular coordinates. The template was placed perpendicular to 
the wake axis, clamped firmly onto a support stand, and positioned near the hot­
wire probes. The proper vertical alignment of the template was possible with the 
help of a cathetometer located outside the test section. Lateral alignment was 
made by visual inspection of the model with relation to the template.
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Correlations were obtained at angular separations of 20° from A/3 = 20° to 180°. 
Each correlation was obtained using 32,288 velocity samples per station at a 
sampling rate of 500 Hz.
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Fig. 6.2 Slanted-Base Wind Tunnel Models: 6” MSBS
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Fig. 6.3 6” MSBS Drag Calibration
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Fig. 6.5 Experimental Set-Up: Pressure Measurements
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Fig. 6.9 Probe for Measuring Boundary Layer Velocity Profile
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Fig. 6.11 Experimental Set-Up: Coherence Measurements
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Chapter 7 STEADY FLOW RESULTS
Steady flow measurements were conducted in two facilities; namely the 
NASA Langley Research Center 6-inch Magnetic Suspension and Balance System 
(MSBS), and the ODU 4-foot by 3-foot low-speed wind tunnel. These facilities 
were described in detail in Chapter 6 .
7.1 Benchmark Tests: 6-Inch MSBS
A series of tests were carried out at the 6-inch MSBS to examine the 
relationship between the near-wake behavior and the boundary layer state. 
Measurements were made with a clean model and with boundary layer trips at 
various locations along the model centerbody. Trip locations were located at the 
leading edge, center, and trailing edge of the model centerbody as illustrated in 
Fig. 7.1. The boundary layer was tripped using a g-inch wide ring of No. 60 grit 
around the circumference of the model. The grit particles were adhered to the 
model surface via a thin coat of lacquer.
7.1.1 Drag Coefficients
Fixed- and free-transition results for the 0° base model are presented in Fig. 
7.2. Drag coefficients for a trip location on the centerbody leading edge are 
consistently higher than for the free-transition case. This difference is attributed 
to increased centerbody skin friction associated with a turbulent boundary layer, 
and to grit particle drag. It may also be argued that increased mixing associated
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with a fully turbulent free shear layer (fixed boundary layer transition) may cause 
a noticeable increase in the overall model drag, compared to a partially laminar 
free shear layer.
Figure 7.3 compares free transition drag coefficients for the 0° and the 45° 
base models. The curve for the 45° base is similar to tha t determined in the 13- 
inch MSBS study described in Chapter 2 [24], This degree of similarity is 
somewhat surprising considering that the length-to-diameter ratio for the model in 
the 13-inch study is much higher (12:1) than that for the current study (5:1). In 
the current study the large jum p in drag, signaling a switch in the near-wake flow 
pattern, occurred at a Reynolds number Re^ of 55,000, compared to 60,000 for the 
13-inch study. The magnitude of the jump was also similar, as was the presence 
of hysteresis with decreasing Reynolds numbers.
Figure 7.4 compares drag coefficients for the 45° base model with various 
boundary layer trip locations on the centerbody. It is shown that the change in 
the near-wake flow pattern did not occur for the forward and center trip locations. 
This is again consistent with 13-inch MSBS results with a boundary layer trip 
near the centerbody leading edge. Moving the trip location downstream, near the 
trailing edge of the centerbody gave a very different result. High drag coefficients, 
signaling the presence of a vortical near-wake, occurred over the entire Reynolds 
number range. This may have resulted from slight geometric modifications of the 
base due to the addition of the grit, or by the interaction between the local flow 
separations that are commonly expected to occur at the grit location, and the base 
flow [5].
7.1.2 Flow Visualization
Smoke flow visualization using vaporized propylene glycol was used to 
detail the near-wake of the 45° base model, as discussed in Chapter 6 . A digitally
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enhanced image of the near-wake is shown in Fig. 7.5 for a Reynolds number of
40,000. A closed near-wake is shown to be present with the laser light sheet 
passing parallel to the model axis. This image is devoid of any detail within the 
near-wake, however, a clear outline of the near-wake is shown due to smoke 
entrainment within the boundary layer. A deflection of the wake stagnation point 
away from the wake centerline and towards the base trailing edge is clearly seen. 
No curvature is evident in the free shear layer separating from the base trailing 
edge. These features are captured in the steady flow model shown in Fig. 4.10.
Figure 7.6 details the features of the longitudinal vortex wake for Reynolds 
numbers greater than 60,000. The free shear layer is shown to reattach on the 
base just downstream of the base leading edge, forming a separation bubble. This 
is consistent with the need for base flow reattachment in the presence of the 
longitudinal vortex wake.
7.2 Detailed Near-Wake Measurements: ODU Facility
The benchmark tests at the 6-inch MSBS showed the importance of the 
boundary layer on the near-wake flow pattern. In order to study this effect 
further, it was necessary to make localized measurements within the near-wake 
and within the boundary layer itself. A much larger model and facility were 
necessary to  perform this study, therefore, the Old Dominion University 4-foot by 
3-foot low-speed wind tunnel was used for the continuation of this research [89].
7.2.1 Base Pressure Coefficients
Base pressure distributions for the 45° and 50° bases, presented as contour 
plots in Fig. 7.7, reveal the characteristics of the two predominant near-wake flow 
patterns. The 45° base pressure contours show weak gradients along the lower 
quadrants indicating a pressure recovery as the flow attem pts to reattach. The
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50° base pressure contours reveal steep gradients along the upper quadrants, 
followed by a central region with little variation in pressure, consistent with flow 
reattachment. Flow visualization using stress-sensitive liquid crystals on the 50° 
base, shown in Fig. 7.8, reveal high stress regions which agree, as expected, with 
regions of large pressure gradients.
Figures 7.9 and 7.10 detail the base pressure distribution for the 45° and 50° 
bases along the vertical and horizontal centerline. Base pressures for the 45° base 
appeax quite uniform along the horizontal centerline, however, non-uniformities 
exist along the vertical centerline associated with the turning of the external flow 
down the plane of the base. Base pressures along the 50° base show large pressure 
gradients near the base perimeter, characteristic of the attached horseshoe vortex.
The base drag, determined by integration of the base pressure, is presented 
in Fig. 7.11 for individual bases. Low base drag for the lower angle slanted-bases 
is a consequence of the closed near-wake pattern, however, more than a doubling 
in base drag results when the longitudinal vortex wake is present on the 50° base.
7.2.1.1 Reynolds Number Effects: 0°, 40°, and 45° Bases
Variations in the base pressure coefficients with Reynolds number for the 
lower angle slanted-bases at two locations along the symmetry plane are shown in 
Figs. 7.12-7.13. Base pressures near the perimeter of the base are shown to vary 
slightly at the lower Reynolds numbers; remaining fairly constant for Re^ >
150,000. No significant deviations exist between fixed- and free-transition results. 
Centerline base pressures are also shown to vary slightly at the lower Reynolds 
numbers, however, more pronounced deviations exist between fixed- and free- 
transition results. These deviations exist up to the higher Reynolds numbers 
(>170,000). Base drag coefficients for the lower angle slanted-bases are presented
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in Fig. 7.14. No measurable variation in base drag is shown with increasing 
Reynolds numbers.
7.2.1.2 Reynolds Number Effect: 50 ° Base
Variations in the base pressure coefficient for the 50° base at two locations 
along the symmetry plane are shown in Fig. 7.15. Unlike the lower angle slanted- 
bases, the 50° base pressures do show a significant dependence on the Reynolds 
number and the boundary layer trip location. It is shown in Fig. 7.15 tha t fixed- 
and free-transition results are identical for ReD <  80,000, suggesting that 
boundary layer tripping has not occurred for these Reynolds numbers due to too 
small a grit size. Abrupt variations in base pressure coefficients occur as the 
Reynolds number is increased. Fixed-transition results deviate from free- 
transition at ReD ~ 80,000 for the forward trip location and for ReD ~ 110,000 for 
the center trip location. These deviations are shown to continue up to higher 
Reynolds numbers (Re^ ~ 170,000) where fixed- and free-transition results again 
converge.
These variations are related to the combined effect of changes in vortex 
strength and location. Figs. 7.16-7.17 show the base pressure distribution on the 
vertical centerline for several Reynolds numbers and boundary layer trip locations. 
It is observed tha t the vortex strength increases and the vortices move toward the 
base perimeter with increasing Reynolds number. It is also shown tha t fixing 
boundary layer transition shifts the vortex towards the base perimeter. The 
results of Figs. 7.16-7.17 are further substantiated with liquid crystal flow 
visualization as shown in Fig. 7.18. The region of high stress along the vertical 
centerline, characterizing the horseshoe vortex, is observed to move towards the 
base perimeter with increasing Reynolds number. There appears to be a 
correlation between the position of the horseshoe vortex and the boundary layer
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state ahead of separation. The boundary layer displacement thickness of Figs. 4.6 
and 4.7 show the external streamlines shifting away from the model for fixed 
boundary layer transition, which corresponds to the shift in the horseshoe vortex 
position. More detailed pressure measurements are necessary to confirm a 
correlation.
The Reynolds number is shown in Fig. 7.19 to have an influence on the 50° 
base drag. Furthermore, it is shown in Fig. 7.20 that the base drag decreases by 
10%-15% when transition is fixed at the leading edge of the centerbody. This is in 
agreement with previous research which showed that the overall drag for the 50° 
base model did not increase with fixed boundary layer transition on the 
centerbody. It was concluded that the increase in skin friction drag on the 
centerbody due to the turbulent boundary layer is counteracted by a decrease in 
base drag [24].
7.2.2 Wake Stagnation Point
Measured wake stagnation point locations in the ODU facility are made 
with the stagnation point pressure probe discussed in Chapter 6 . A finite element 
method [90], described in Appendices D-E, is compared with results from this 
section to confirm observed trends.
7.2.2.1 Base Slant-Angle Effect
Experimental wake stagnation point locations, measured relative to both 
the leading and trailing edge of the base, are presented in Fig. 7.21. Wake 
stagnation point measurements relative to the base trailing edge are shown to 
decrease with increasing slant-angle; especially between the 40° and 45° slanted- 
bases. Measurements relative to the base leading edge are shown to increase with 
increasing slant-angle. Thus, it can be concluded that the distance the base
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trailing edge extends into the wake is greater than the outward shift of the wake 
stagnation point.
7.2.2.2 Reynolds Number Effects
The effect of Reynolds number, ReD, on the wake stagnation point location 
is presented in Fig. 7.22. Free-transition results for the 0° and 40° bases are 
similar; namely little change in the stagnation point at the lower Reynolds 
numbers. This is followed by a weak shift away from the base around 
Rep ~  160,000. For the 45° base, a sudden and substantial shift in stagnation 
point location towards the base trailing edge is seen around Re^ ~ 160,000. This 
is followed by another sudden and even larger shift in location away from the 
base. There was no evidence of hysteresis present in the wake stagnation point 
location for the 45° base model.
It is demonstrated for increasing Reynolds numbers (Re^ > 160,000) that 
the wake stagnation point shifts away from the base. This is believed to be 
related to the onset of natural transition as will be discussed in the following 
section. It is noted that current measurements are in agreement with available 
literature for flow reattachment behind a backward facing step as presented in 
Fig. 2.4 [8]. It is not, however, suitable to compare current measurements with 
previous bluff body wake stagnation point measurements [12]. In the previous 
axisymmetric bluff body study by Porteiro and Przirembel [12], the boundary 
layer was always turbulent at separation. Furthermore, the wake stagnation point 
in this study was located by extending a pitot-type probe from the base through 
the near-wake. This technique may have an adverse effect on the near-wake flow 
as suggested by Britcher [24].
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The effect of the centerbody boundary layer state on the wake stagnation 
point location is also shown in Fig. 7.22. In all cases, the shift in the stagnation 
point away from the base begins at lower Reynolds numbers, with fixed-transition. 
It is now necessary to make a detailed boundary layer study on the centerbody 
near the base. From the analysis of Chapter 4, the boundary layer just upstream 
of the base leading edge appears crucial in determining the near-wake flow 
pattern. This is chosen as the location for the boundary layer survey.
7.2.3 Boundary Layer Measurements
Typical boundary layer profiles on the 50° base model, just upstream of the 
base leading edge, are shown in Fig. 7.23. The Reynolds number chosen for these 
measurements, Rep = 110,000, corresponds to the value where large discrepancies 
existed between fixed- and free-transition base pressure measurements. The 
profiles of Fig. 7.23 obviously represent two distinct boundary layer states. For 
fixed boundary layer transition on the leading edge of the centerbody, the velocity 
profile has the characteristic full shape of a  turbulent boundary layer, and is well 
represented by the y Power Law. The free-transition profile is not nearly as 
robust and shows characteristics of a Blasius flat plate boundary layer profile.
The velocity profiles can now be integrated, assuming incompressible flow, 
to  determine the boundary layer momentum thickness, 9. Results for the 50° base 
model are shown in Fig. 7.24. Free-transition results are shown to vary as 
(R ep ) '1/ 2 for low to moderate Reynolds numbers in accordance with classical 
laminar boundary layer theory. Deviations from classical theory occur at 
Rep > 80,000 for the forward trip location, at ReD > 110,000 for the center trip 
location, and for Rep > 160,000 for free-transition. Discrepancies are due to the 
onset of transition on the centerbody, i.e., the transition point moving from within 
the shear layer and onto the centerbody itself. The momentum thickness
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increases beyond the critical Reynolds number as a result of the upstream 
movement of the transition point. Similax trends in momentum thickness also 
occur for the lower angle slanted-bases. From inspection of results discussed 
above, the onset of transition on the centerbody corresponds to deviations in base 
pressure for the 50° base, and the wake stagnation point location for the lower 
angle slanted-bases. It should be mentioned that the external flow velocity is 
approximately 8% higher than the freestream velocity at this measuring station 
due to reduced base pressures imposing a favorable pressure gradient along the 
centerbody [1, 3-4].
7.2.4 Near-Wake Similarity
It has been shown in Figs. 7.12, 7.15 and 7.22 tha t the Reynolds number 
based on the model diameter, Rep, is not suitable to collapse near-wake data. 
The evidence presented above demonstrates the influence of the approaching 
boundary layer on neax-wake parameters, therefore, a requirement for near-wake 
similarity is an independent variable based on an upstream boundaxy parameter. 




Base pressure results for the lower angle slanted-bases (0° and 45° bases) are 
replotted in Fig. 7.25 using Re^ as the independent variable. Fixed- and free- 
transition results are now shown to collapse onto a single curve. A slight variation 
in base pressure exists for Reynolds numbers, Re^ <  400, however, the base 
pressure remains constant at the higher Reynolds numbers.
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50° base pressure results from Fig. 7.15 using Re^ as the independent 
variable axe presented in Fig. 7.26. It is seen tha t fixed- and free-transition 
results, which showed large deviations with ReD as the independent variable, now 
collapse. The exception is seen at the vertical centerline location, jj- = 0.83, which 
is attributed to model misalignment.
7.2.4.2 Wake Stagnation Point
Wake stagnation point location results from Fig. 7.22 are presented in Fig. 
7.27 using Re^ as the independent variable. Results for the 0° and 40° base are 
shown to collapse reasonably well. It is noticed tha t significant variations in the 
wake stagnation point location occur for Re^ < 400, which correspond to the 
measurements of Eaton and Johnston [8] for a backward facing step results shown 
in Fig. 2.2.
Results for the 45° base show some collapse, at the higher Reynolds 
numbers, however, in the vicinity of Re^ ~  400, where large shifts in the location 
of the wake stagnation point occur, the data do not “collapse” fully. The location 
of the wake stagnation point for the 45° base has been shown to be quite sensitive 
to small changes in the upstream boundary layer momentum thickness. This 
suggests tha t slight experimental differences between runs may influence boundary 
layer transition, therefore affecting the wake stagnation point location.
The Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness, Re^, is an 
appropriate choice to correlate near-wake parameters. This is shown for base 
pressures and wake stagnation point locations when the closed near-wake is 
present, and for base pressures when the vortical wake is present.
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Fig. 7.6 Smoke Flow Visualization: ReD > 60,000
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Fig. 7.10 Base Pressure Distribution along Horizontal Centerline
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Fig. 7.14 Base Drag Variations for 0° and 40° Bases
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Chapter 8 LARGE-SCALE STRUCTURES: RESULTS
Turbulence measurements in the wake of slanted-base bluff bodies were 
made in the ODU low-speed wind tunnel. Predominant frequency and coherence 
measurements are presented in the following paragraphs. These measurements 
lead to a better understanding of the unsteady wake structure, its variation with 
slant angle, and its dependency on the boundary layer state.
8.1 Predominant Frequency Measurements
A spectral analysis in the wake of slanted-base bluff bodies was performed 
to determine the occurrence of periodic phenomena using a single hot-wire sensor. 
The hot-wire sensor was positioned along a vertical plane in the wake at the axial 
position, ^  = 7. Crisp peaks in the power spectra, representing the predominant 
frequency, were present. Measurements were also made at a number of wake 
locations where the turbulence intensity was 10% or less. This generally 
corresponded to probe locations at least three diameters, (3D) downstream of the 
model base, and radial positions near the base perimeter. Measurements show 
tha t the predominant frequency was not a function of hot-wire probe position in 
the wake. Typical power spectra are shown in Fig. 8.1 with frequencies displayed 
as Strouhal numbers. A summary of results for the various slant angles is 
presented in Fig. 8.2. The predominant frequency, StPRED, is shown to increase 
geometrically with increasing slant-angle. The theoretical results of the current 
study, also shown in Fig. 8.2, are discussed in Section 8.3.
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It should be mentioned that spectral measurements in the wake of the 
support stru t at an axial location of p  = 7 showed no evidence of spectral peaks. 
Therefore, a degree of confidence exists that the strut wake is not interfering with 
spectral measurements in the wake of the bluff body. It should also be mentioned 
that it was considerably more difficult to extract predominant frequencies for 
bases above 40°, and tha t a predominant frequency for the 50° base could not be 
extracted from the samples taken. This result is also documented by Morel [19- 
20] and Xia and Bearman [22] and may be explained in terms of vortex shedding. 
Figure 5.3 shows the only neutrally stable vortex street pattern. For base slant 
angles greater than 0°, vortex shedding from the downstream base corner occurs 
further downstream than the vortex shedding from the upstream base corner. It 
was suggested by Xia and Bearman [22] that this may help to establish a stable 
vortex street orientation. Furthermore, beyond a certain slant-angle, a 
destabilizing effect may be present. This is consistent with the broad peak shown 
for the 45° base in Fig. 8.1 which may result from an unstable vortex street 
orientation.
Variations in the predominant frequency with Reynolds number are 
presented in Fig. 8.3. For the 0° base, StPRED is relatively insensitive to Reynolds 
number for fixed and naturally occurring boundary layer transition. A similar 
trend is shown for the 40° base, however, StPRED is shown to increase with slant- 
angle as shown in Fig. 8.1. The predominant frequency for naturally occurring 
transition on the 45° base is also shown to be relatively insensitive to Reynolds 
number; however, variations in StPRED with Reynolds number are present for 
fixed boundary layer transition on the centerbody leading edge. This is attributed 
to difficulties in extracting predominant frequencies for this base, due to the 
broadness of its spectral peak.
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8.2 Coherence Measurements
Coherence measurements in the wake of the 0° base bluff body were made 
in terms of the cross-correlation of the streamwise fluctuating velocity component, 
u'. The freestream Reynolds number, Rep, chosen for coherence measurements 
was 110,000, which was the Reynolds number showing the greatest deviation in 
the incoming boundary layer momentum thickness between fixed-transition on the 
centerbody leading edge and free-transition results. In all cases, the imaginary 
part of the coherence, Q ^, was insignificant compared to the real part, C^.
Variations in the real part of the coherence, C ^, with frequency (presented 
as Strouhal numbers) are given in Fig. 8.4 for angular separations of 20° from 
20° < A/? < 180°. A significant amount of scatter exists in the data, however, 
definite trends are shown to exist. It is observed that trends in Cw, presented 
here for a 0° base bluff body wake, are similar to trends documented by Roberts 
[48] and Fuchs, Mercker, and Michel [36-37] for a disk wake.
For A/3 = 20°, the coherence is highly positive, reaching a weak maxima at 
StD = 0.25, corresponding to the predominant frequency, and then begins a slow 
decay as the frequency is further increased. No significant variations in fixed- and 
free-transition measurements can be determined for A/3 = 20°. For A/3 = 40°, 
variations in fixed- and free-transition measurements are present, especially near 
the predominant frequency. Sharper peaks are shown for fixed-transition results. 
This trend continues to A/3 = 60° where larger peaks are present for fixed- 
transition. For 80° < A/3 < 100°, the coherence for all frequencies is very low. The 
existence of any peak is buried in noise. Distinct valleys in coherence are shown 
to be present at the predominant frequency for A/3 > 120°, with variations in fixed- 
and free-transition measurements. The valleys for fixed-transition show more 
detail and have lower minimas than those associated with free-transition 
measurements.
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These measurements suggest that the initial sheax layer conditions 
influence the development of a bluff body wake in a similar manner as previously 
shown in Fig. 3.8 for a plane mixing layer. As previously discussed, Bradshaw 
[46] determined that a local similarity structure is found only for wake locations of 
x/0  >  1000. For a Reynolds number, Re^ = 110,000, and an axial wake location of 
x/D  = 7, the following conditions are noted:
Free-Transition Fixed-Transition
0/D x/0 0/D x/0
0.010 700 0.020 350
Table 8.1 Wake location with respect to momentum thickness, Re^ = 110,000.
It is shown that the wake location with respect to the momentum thickness just 
ahead of separation for both cases is well below the necessary similarity criterion 
set forth by Bradshaw [46]. Furthermore, the free-transition location is twice 
that determined for fixed-transition. In terms of the analysis discussed in Chapter 
4, this difference would correspond to large shifts in the virtual origin.
8 .2.1 Coherence at Low Frequency
Variations in wake coherence for the 0° base with angular separation are 
shown in Fig. 8.5 at a low frequency (St™ = 0.04Str) ). Trends are similar to
PRED
results of Fuchs, Mercker, and Michel [36-37] for a disk wake. For small angular 
separations, the coherence is highly positive, but falls slowly below zero with 
increasing angular separation. A more rapid decrease in coherence is associated 
with a disk wake. A minimum is reached between 100° < A/3 < 120° before 
increasing and becoming positive. Differences in coherence are present for fixed 
and free boundary layer transition-appearing first at A/3 > 40°, and remaining until
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A/3 = 160°. It is shown that the minima for fixed- and free-transition results occur 
at different angular separations. The minimum for free-transition is shown to 
occur a t A/3 ~  100°, while the minimum for fixed-transition is delayed until 
A/? ~  120°.
A modal analysis of the coherent structures was performed, as outlined in 
Chapter 5, to determine the percentage of fluctuating energy contained in 
individual azimuthal constituents. Figure 8.6 shows that at frequencies far below 
the predominant frequency, greater than 95% of the fluctuating energy is 
contained in the first three modes. The m = 2 component is most dominant, 
containing approximately 45% of the total turbulent energy. This mode is not as 
dominant as that for a disk wake, where it was determined that greater than 60% 
of the fluctuating energy was contained in that mode. Fixing boundary layer 
transition is shown to affect only the m = l mode, with more energy associated 
with fixed-transition. The deficit of energy in this mode for free-transition is not 
shown to be compensated for by the m = 0 or m = 2 modes, and must clearly be 
compensated for in higher modes.
8.2.2 Coherence at the Predominant Frequency
Variations in coherence at the predominant frequency are presented in Fig. 
8.7 for the 0° base, along with the results for a disk wake. As with results at low 
frequencies, coherence is highly positive for small angular separations, and 
decreases with increasing Af3. The decrease is shown to be more rapid than that 
for a disk wake. Unlike its low frequency counterpart, the coherence does not 
recover to  positive values with increasing A/3, but continues its decline until 
A/3 = 180°. Differences are also present for fixed- and free-transition results, 
appearing first for A/3 ~  40°, and continuing up to A/3 =  180°. The most
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noticeable differences appear for A/3 > 100° with, fixed transition values more 
negative than their laminar counterparts.
Azimuthal constituents at the predominant frequency (StD = 0.25) axe 
presented in Fig. 8.8 with the results for a disk wake. The dominant nature of the 
m = 1 constituent is clearly shown for fixed- and free-transition boundary layer 
flows. This is an indication of strong vortex shedding similar to that occurring 
behind a disk [36-37, 48]. More than 80% of turbulent energy is contained in this 
mode for naturally occurring transition, and nearly 95% of turbulent energy is 
contained in this mode for fixed boundary layer transition. The energy deficit for 
free-transition flows in the m = 1 mode is compensated for in the m = 0 and m = 2 
modes.
8.2.3 Coherence at High Frequency
Variations in wake coherence for the 0° base with angular separation are 
shown in Fig. 8.9 at a high frequency ( S tp  = 2Stdprbd )• Trends are again 
similar to the results of Fuchs, Mercker, and Michel [36-37] for a disk wake. For 
Ay? ~  20°, highly positive coherence is shown, but begins to drop rapidly with 
increasing azimuthal angles. A shallow negative lobe is seen in the data for 
60° > A/3 > 120° before leveling off to zero coherence at higher azimuthal angles.
Azimuthal constituents at Stp = 2S tpp^ D are given in Fig. 8.10. The 
m = 1 constituent is shown to be not nearly as dominant as at the predominant 
frequency. It is noticed that less that 70% of the turbulent energy is contained in 
the first three modes, which shows an increased importance in the higher order 
modes at high frequency.
In summary, variations in the boundary layer state affect the distribution 
of turbulent energy, most notably for the m = 1 constituent at or below the
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predominant frequency. At the predominant frequency, vortex shedding is 
stronger for fixed boundary layer transition, with a significantly laxger portion of 
turbulent energy allocated to other modes for naturally occurring transition.
8.3 Comparisons to Semi-Empirical Strouhal Numbers
It has been demonstrated in the above sections that the predominant 
frequency for the 0° base is a result of vortex shedding, therefore, the basis for the 
analysis in Section 5.3 relating the Strouhal number, Stp, to the time-averaged 
base drag coefficient, CDb? is allowable.
CDb = 4.32 -  5.21 StD -  36.15 StD2 (5.33)
The 0° base drag coefficient at Re^ = 60,000 was determined previously in Chapter 
7 to be Cj-j = 0.18. Using Eqn. (5.33), this corresponds to a calculated Strouhal 
number of 0.28 which is in good agreement with the measured value of 0.25.
Due to the success of the above analysis for the 0° base, an extension to 
slanted-bases was now attempted. It is necessary to proceed with caution since 
the nature of the predominant frequency for slanted-bases is not fully understood. 
Specifically, the vortex shedding mode may not be as dominant as that existing 
for the 0° base. Furthermore, the basis for a modal analysis does not exist because 
the wake may no longer be considered axisymmetric. Proceeding with caution, 
the general relation between the Strouhal number and time-averaged quantities 
was:
CD =  4.32 • cos(V> +  v) ~  5-21 • t  ^  StD -  36.15 • +  ^  StD2 (5.32)
B C0S(?/) U COS (77)
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The base angle, if), is known, and the base drag, CD , has been determined in 
Chapter 7 by integration of the base pressures. An estimate of the wake 
deflection angle, 77, was determined by location of the wake stagnation point in 
relation to the base center as shown in Fig. 5.4. A summary of results is 
presented in Table 8.2.
V C DR StEQN 3 t MEAS
0° 0° 0.19 0.28 0.25
00 10.2° 0.20 0.43 0.39
45° 12.8° 0.22 0.51 0.52
Table 8.2. Parameters for St relation, ReD = 60,000
It is shown that the semi-empirical relation and the measured results for all bases 
are in good comparison. The results given in Table 8.2 are also plotted in Fig. 
8 .2 .
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CONCLUSIONS
The subsonic wake of a family of slanted-base bluff bodies has been 
studied. Interference-free drag measurements confirmed earlier slanted-base 
studies, and demonstrated, by varying the centerbody boundary layer trip 
location, tha t the near-wake is influenced by the state of the boundary layer ahead 
of separation. Further testing detailed the steady structure of the near-wake, as 
well as the large-scale turbulent properties of the near-wake. The structure of the 
slanted-base bluff body near-wake was detailed through the following 
measurements:
• base pressure distributions
• wake stagnation point location
• boundary layer velocity profile
• predominant frequency
• coherence measurements
as well as through flow visualization using liquid crystals and smoke.
It was concluded that sudden changes in near-wake structure were related 
to  flow reattachm ent onto the slanted-base. The free shear layer was shown to 
reattach on the base just downstream of the base leading edge, forming a 
separation bubble.
Noticeable variations in base pressure occurred with increasing Reynolds 
number, ReD. The variations were more noticeable for the 50° base which is 
characterized by a longitudinal vortex wake. It was shown through base pressure 
measurements that fixing boundary layer transition on the model centerbody
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resulted in deviations from free-transition measurements. These deviations 
occurred at Rep ~ 80,000 for the forward trip location, and for Rep ~  110,000 for 
the center trip location, and continued to higher Reynolds numbers 
(ReD ~  170,000) where free- and fixed-transition results again converged. 
Deviations in fixed- and free-transition base pressure measurements were also 
shown for the lower angle slanted-bases (characterized by a closed neax-wake), 
however, deviations were not as large as those which occurred for the 50° base.
The wake stagnation point was shown to move away from the leading edge 
of the base with increasing base slant angle; especially between the 40° and 45° 
bases. This was confirmed through a simplified two-dimensional numerical 
analysis using a finite element computer code (FIDAP). The distance the base 
trailing edge extends into the wake with increasing base slant angle was greater 
than the outward shift of the wake stagnation point. The curvature of the free 
shear layer originating from the base trailing edge was shown, through smoke flow 
visualization and numerical analysis, to decrease with increasing base slant angle. 
This is in agreement with the analytical arguments presented in Chapter 4.
For the 45° base, experimental results showed that rapid variations in the 
wake stagnation point location occurred with Reynolds number. This could not 
be simulated in the numerical study for shaxp-edged separation; however, 
noticeable variations in the wake geometry were shown with Reynolds number if 
the base leading edge was slightly rounded.
It was also demonstrated through wake stagnation point measurements 
that fixing boundary layer transition on the model centerbody resulted in 
differences from free-transition measurements for certain Reynolds numbers. 
These deviations occurred at Rep ~ 80,000 for the forward trip location, and for 
Rep ~ 110,000 for the center trip location, and continued to higher Reynolds 
numbers (Rep ~ 170,000) where free- and fixed-transition results again converged.
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Fixing boundaxy layer transition on the model centerbody resulted in a movement 
of the wake stagnation point away from the base.
It was demonstrated in this research that similarity exists in base pressures 
and wake stagnation point locations with the appropriate choice of an independent 
variable. For fixed and free boundary layer transition, it was demonstrated that 
mean flow measurements collapse onto a single curve when the independent 
variable was the Reynolds number based on the incoming boundary layer 
momentum thickness, Re^. This is demonstrated most clearly for the 50° base, 
which is characterized by a strong dependence of base pressure on Reynolds 
number.
Spectral characterization of the wakes of the slanted-base models revealed 
predominant frequencies for the lower angle slanted-bases resulting from vortex 
shedding. Spectral peaks were not present for the longitudinal vortex wake. The 
vortex shedding frequency, presented as a  Strouhal number was shown to increase 
with increasing base slant angle. Experimental measurements were in good 
agreement with the semi-empirical analysis presented in Chapter 5. No noticeable 
variations in the predominant frequency with Reynolds number could be seen for 
increasing slant-angle. Fixing boundary layer transition on the model centerbody 
resulted in only small variations in the predominant frequency for the 45° base 
model; however, these variations are attributed to difficulty in extracting a 
predominant frequencies from extremely broad spectral peaks.
A modal analysis for the 0° base model was performed for ReD = 110,000 for 
fixed and free boundary layer transition. For frequencies at or below the 
predominant frequency, upwards of 99% of the fluctuating turbulent energy was 
contained in the first three modes. Trends are shown to be similar to those 
occurring in the wake of a disk placed normal to the oncoming flow. The 
dominance of the m = 1 constituent at the predominant frequency confirmed the
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presence of strong vortex shedding. The importance of vortex shedding was 
shown to diminish slightly for free boundary layer transition. At low frequencies, 
no mode was clearly dominant, however, a majority of the fluctuating turbulent 
energy was contained in the m = 2 constituent. The only noticeable variation 
between fixed- and free- transition results is seen for the m = 1 mode, with lower 
energy content shown for free-transition. At high frequencies, less that 70% of the 
turbulent energy was contained in the first three modes. No mode was found to 
dominate at higher frequencies.
A detailed study has been conducted on the influence of the boundary layer 
on the development of a bluff body wake. While this research has answered many 
questions concerning the development of the near-wake, it has also revealed 
phenomena that need further study. For example, a strong dependency of the 45° 
base wake stagnation point on slight variations in the Reynolds number, Re^ was 
observed. This phenomenon warrents further study, both experimental and 
computational. The current research has shown computationally that the wake 
stagnation point location of higher angle slanted-bases is sensitive to Reynolds 
number variations, however, a three-dimensional study that includes the side flow 
may show a stronger influence.
This research has also demonstrated in an axisymmetric wake that the 
distribution of fluctuating energy contained in individual azimuthal constituents is 
affected by the state of the boundary layer. This study was carried out for a 
constant Reynolds number, ReD = 110,000. Variations in large-scale axisymmetric 
wake structures with Reynolds number, such as that which occurs with the base 
pressure coefficients for 60,000 < ReD < 110,000, is a topic warranting further 
study. It is tempting to extend such a study to non-axisymmetric bases, however 
as discussed in Chapter 8 , one must proceed with caution as the concept of 
azimuthal constituents is based on axisymmetry. The wake behind a slanted-base
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is skewed, i.e., non-axisymmetric due to a deflection in the external flow as it tries 
to negotiate the leading edge base corner.
The current near-wake study was carried out without base bleed. It is 
suggested tha t future research consider boundary layer influences on steady and 
unsteady near-wake characteristics with mass addition. The steady analytical 
analysis in Chapter 4 can be modified to consider the effect of mass addition on 
the wake stagnation point.
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Appendix A: WIND TUNNEL TEST SECTION 
CALIBRATIONS
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Appendix B: DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE PROGRAM 
for PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
10 CLS
20 CLEAR ,60000! : IBINIT1=60000! : IBINIT2=IBINITl+3 : BLOAD ”bib.m”,IBINITl 
30 CALL IBINITl(IBFIND,IBTRG,IBCLR,IBPCT,IBSIC,IBLOC,IBPPC,IBBNA,
IBONL, IBRSC, IBSRE,IBRSV,IBPAD,IBSAD,IBIST,IBDMA,IBEOS,IBTMO, 
IBEOT,IBRDF,IBWRTF,IBTRAP)
40 CALL IBINIT2(IBGTS,IBCAC,IBWAIT,IBPOKE,IBWRT, IBWRTA.IBCMD,
IBCMDA,IBRD,IBRDA,IBSTOP,IBRPP,IBRSP,IBDIAG,IBXTRC,IBRDI,IBWRTI,IBRDIA,
IBWRTIA,IBSTA%,IBERR%,IBCNT%)
50 TCO =  .10086091#: TCI =  25727.94369#: TC2 =  -767345.8295#
60 TC3 =  78025595.81#: TC4 =  -9247486589#: TC5 =  6.97688E+11 
70 TC6 =  -2.66192E+13: TC7 =  3.94078E+14: TC8 =  0: TC9 =  0 
80 DIM SCH(40)
90 TX TlS =  ” P O R T # ”
100 TXT2S =  ”PAMB ”
110 TXT3S =  ”TAMB 
120 TXT4S =  "DPCONT 
130 TXT5S =  ”PBASE ”
135 TXT6S =  ” ”
140 INPUT "ENTER FILENAME: ”,F$
150 OPEN "O”, # 1 , ”a:”+ F $ + ”.DAT
155 PR IN T # 1, TXTlS; TXT2$; TXT3S; TXT4S; TXT5S
160 CLS
170 DEVS =  "HP3497A”
180 CALL IBFIND(DEV$,HP3497A%)
190 COMOOS =  ”’SL1’” ’DISABLES HP3497A KEYBOARD
200 COM01S =  "’SLO’” ’ENABLES HP3497A KEYBOARD
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210 COMOS =  ”’SD0’” ’TURNS OFF DISPLAY
220 COM1S =  ”’SA’” ’SOUNDS SYSTEM ALARM
230 COM2S =  ”’AC 20’” ’CLOSE ANALOG CHANNEL #  20
240 CALL IBWRT(HP3497A%,COMOS)
250 CLS
260 INPUT ” ENTER ATM PRESSURE (mmHg): ”,P 
270 INPUT "ENTER PORT NUMBER: ”,PORT
280 LOCATE 10,20 : PRINT "HIT SPACEBAR TO TAKE DATA OR E TO END”
290 PRINT
300 K$ =  INKEYS
310 IF K$ =  ”E” THEN GOTO 670
320 IF K$ =  ” ” THEN GOTO 420
330 DATS =  SPACE$(13)
340 CHANS =  SPACE$(4)
345 FOR Z =  22 TO 23 
350 CHANS =  STR$(Z)
360 MID$(COM2$,4,4) =  CHANS 
370 CALL IBWRT(HP3497A%,COM2S)
380 CALL IBRD(HP3497A%,DAT$)
390 SCH(Z) =  VAL(DATS)
395 NEXT Z
400 LOCATE 12,27: PRINT "DP ACROSS DIFFUSER ”;SCH(22)
408 LOCATE 13,27: PRINT "DP ACROSS TEST SECTION ”;SCII(23)
410 GOTO 300 
420 CLS
430 LOCATE 12,30 : PRINT "NOW TAKING DATA”
440 DATS =  SPACE$(13)
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450 CHANS =  SPACE$(4)
455 AAT =  0 : AA22 =  0 :AA23 =  0
460 DE =  20 : JMAX =  4 : IMAX =  80
470 ISTART =  1 : IEND =  DE
480 FOR J =  1 TO JMAX
490 SCH(22)= 0
500 SCH(23) =  0
510 FOR I =  ISTART TO IEND
520 FOR K =  22 TO 23
530 CHANS =  STR$(K)
540 MID$(COM2$,4,4) =  CHANS 
550 CALL IBWRT(HP3497A%,COM2$)
560 CALL IBRD(HP3497A%,DAT$)
570 SCH(K) =  SCH(K) +  VAL(DATS)
580 NEXT K 
590 NEXT I 
600 GOSUB 680
605 AAT =  AAT +  TDK
606 AA22 =  AA22 +  SCH(22)/DE
607 AA23 =  AA23 +  SCH(23)/DE
610 PRINT#1, USING ” # # .  # # # . # #  # # . # #  # # # . # # # #
”;PORT; P; TDK; SCH(22)/DE ; SCH(23)/DE
620 ISTART =  IEND +  1
630 IEND =  IEND +  DE
640 NEXT J
645 PR IN T# 1, TXT6S
646 PRINT#1, USING ” # # .  # # # . # #  # # . # #  # # # . # # # #
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”;PORT; P; AAT/JMAX; AA22/JMAX; AA23/JMAX
647 PR IN T#1, TXT6S
648 PR IN T# 1, TXT6$
649 PR IN T#1, TXT1$; TXT2S; TXT38; TXT4S; TXT5S
650 CLS
660 GOTO 260
670 CLOSE :CLS :END
680 ’ Thermocouple voltage to temperature subroutine
690 ’ --------------------------------------------------
700 ’__________ Type " T _"____________
710 ’ tcO =  0.100860910 : te l =  25727.94369 : tc2 =  -767345.8295 
720 ’ tc3 =  78025595.81 : tc4 =  -9247486589 : tc5 =  6.97688E+11 
730 ’ tc6 =  -2.66192E+13 : tc7 =  394078E+14 : tc8 =  0 : tc9 =  0 
740 DATS =  SPACE$(13)
750 CHANS =  SPACE$(4)
760 CHANS =  STRS(18)
770 MID$(COM2$,4,4) =  CHANS 
780 CALL IBWRT(HP3497A%,COM2$)
790 CALL IBRD(HP3497A%,DAT$)
800 SCH(18) =  VAL(DATS)
810 TDK =TC0 +  TCI * SCH(18) +  TC2 * SCH(18) ‘ 2 +  TC3 * SCH(18) ‘ 3 +  TC4 
SCH(18) * 4 +  TC5 * SCH(18) * 5 +  TC6 * SCH(18) “ 6 +  TC7 * SCH(18) ‘ 7 +  TC8 
SCH(18) * 8 +  TC9 * SCH(18) * 9 
820 RETURN
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Appendix C: Drawings of Slanted-Base Bluff Body Model
(ODU)
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Appendix D: GOVERNING EQUATIONS: BLUFF BODY 
FLOWS
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D .l Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations 
(Steady, Incompressible, no Body Forces)
d x
h =  - 1 9 P  +  d _ i „ f W i  _  u - u .  
!j P <9x; 5xj |  3xj 1 J
Uj = Mean Velocity Component 
Uj = Fluctuating Velocity Component 
p  =  Density 
v  =  Kinematic Viscosity
D.2 Transport Equations for Dissipation and Turbulent Kinetic Energy 
(Steady, Incompressible)
K = b i ni
3Uj <9u; 
e ~ U dX> ^
^  c „ e +  . d _ { v_ ±  i i l _ c i .
<9xj 1 ‘ K d x } \  3xj <9x; j  d x j  \  * e  0 Xj J  2 K
d t J i K =  5 U j l  J _ f ^ d K  1
3xj 1 3xj |  dxj 3x; J 5xj |  an 3xj j
v  — z  —  v t  ~  c p  e 
=  0.09 cj =  1.44 C2 =  1.92 a K =  1.0 cre =  1.3
D.S Universal Near-WaU Flow Profiles
_  £ (v  +\ . v + — PU*  ̂u* — %iyu j > yu — p
u+ =  (u-uw )
u *  =  (~ p ^ j 2 =  f r ic t io n  v e lo c i t y
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6 =  distance from wall
D.3.1 For yu+ < 5 (Viscous Sublayer)
u+ = yu+
D.3.2 For > 30 (Fully Turbulent Region) 
u + = o ^ r ln(9 -yu+)
D.3.3 For 5 > > 30 (Fully Turbulent Region)
u+ = g l j  ln (l + 0.4 • yu+) + 7.8{l -  exp(- ) -+ ' ZiL 11
D-4 Turbulent Viscosity in Near- WaU Region
m
^  du^\ dn^\
Kdxj d x j  d x j
=  turbulent viscosity 
lm — /ctfjl — exp( - =  van Driest mixing length
+ _  p(cn 2fi)2^ 
yu -  ji
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Appendix E: FINITE ELEMENT (FIDAP) PREDICTIONS
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A finite element fluid dynamic package (FIDAP) was used to simulate the 
steady, incompressible, turbulent, near-wake behind axisymmetric and two- 
dimensional slanted-base bluff bodies [90]. The governing equations applicable to 
this type of flow axe presented in Appendix D. The coarseness of the finite 
element grid and the steady flow assumption prevent realistic comparisons to 
experimental results. Two objectives of the simulation were:
1.) To test the usefulness of a coarse finite element grid, and to test the 
assumption of steady flow in determining the wake stagnation point.
2.) To verify slanted-base wake stagnation point trends as a function of 
slant-angle as represented in Fig. 4.10.
The FIDAP program was run on a Sun 4/50.
E .l Computational Models
A typical grid for the axisymmetric bluff body used in this study is given 
in Fig. E .l. The length-to-diameter ratio of the model was 6:1. Smaller grid 
spacing is used in regions where velocity gradients are known to be substantial, 
such as near the forebody and trailing edge of the model, as well as within the 
boundary layer and separated shear layer. The upper and lower bounds of the 
grid are 5 diameters from the model centerline. A breakdown of the node 
distribution for a typical axisymmetric grid is given below:
Boundary Layer = 450
Free Shear Layer = 300
Recirculation Region = 150 
Outer Region = 1300
Upstream of Model = 250
Total = 2450
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The validity of the two-dimensional slanted-base model of Fig. 4.10 was 
studied using the computational grids shown in Figs. E.2-E.3. The forebody is 
eliminated in this model to isolate the effects of the slanted-base, to lower 
computer time, and reduce memory requirements. Unfortunately, these 
simplifications were at the sacrifice of the boundary layer growth on the forebody. 
It is believed that a sufficiently long centerbody can minimize this effect. It is 
also shown in Figs. E.2 and E.3 that two grid types are necessary within the near­
wake region, depending on the slant-angle. Figure E.2 is now referred to as a 
“separated” grid, while Fig. E.3 is referred to as an “attached” grid. A topological 
requirement of FIDAP [90] is that interior angles of quadrilateral regions must be 
in the range of 90° ±60°, therefore, slant-angles greater than 60° cannot be 
represented by an “attached” grid.
Boundary Layer = 230
Free Shear Layer = 450
Recirculation Region = 275 
Outer Region = 1625
Total = 2580
E.2 Boundary Conditions
A constant inflow boundary condition, tt̂ = 1, was imposed for both
uoo
axisymmetric and two-dimensional models. Values for the turbulent kinetic
energy and dissipation were also imposed at the inflow and are discussed in the
following section. A constant velocity of -rp— = 1 was imposed at the upper and
uoo
lower bounds of the grid. At the outflow boundary no velocity boundary 
conditions are explicitly imposed. Similarly, turbulent kinetic energy and 
dissipation are not specified at the outflow. The no-slip condition is imposed 
along the model boundary as is the no-penetration condition. In addition,
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rotational symmetry was imposed on the near-wake centerline of the axisymmetric 
model.
E.3 Turbulence Modeling
A two-equation high Reynolds number n-e turbulence model can be 
incorporated by FIDAP, and is used in the current study [90]. Transport 
equations for the turbulent kinetic energy, «, and the viscous dissipation, e, are 
given in Appendix D. A number of empirical coefficients are contained in the 
transport equations. Suggested values are also given in Appendix D which are 
valid for isothermal flows with no mass transfer [90].
The major disadvantage of the high Reynolds number n-e model 
incorporated in FIDAP is that it cannot be used in the near-wall region where 
turbulence levels are low. In the near-wall region, van Driest’s mixing length 
approach [91] is incorporated to model turbulent diffusivities of momentum and 
mass [90]. Mean flow variables in this region are modeled using universal law-of- 
the-wall profiles. The near-wall region is considered to be a one-element thick 
region adjacent to the wall. It is suggested that the height of the elements 
adjacent to the wall be located outside the viscous and transitional sublayers. For 
this reason, law-of-the-wall profiles are not ideally suited for near-wall flows with 
significant departure from local one-dimensionality [90]. For example, the near­
wall mean flow velocities of separated and reattaching flows have been determined 
not to obey the law-of-the-wall, and cannot be correlated outside the linear 
sublayer using the friction velocity [92]. This must be considered in the analysis 
of the predicted results.
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E.4 Solution Method
A fixed-point iteration procedure (Successive Substitution) is chosen as the 
solution method. This method is known to converge slowly, however, convergence 
can occur over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Successive substitution has 
also been shown to be amiable to the highly non-linear nature of the /c-e model 
[90]. FIDAP results are presented with steady experimental measurements in 
Chapter 7. The solution is first order accurate.
E.5 Wake Stagnation Point Results
Wake stagnation point locations for the 0° (axisymmetric) slanted-base 
bluff body are shown in Fig. E.4. Boundary layer transition is fixed at the leading 
edge of the centerbody. A good correlation between experimental and predicted 
locations was obtained, with FIDAP results only slightly underpredicting the wake 
stagnation point location. A proper comparison could not be obtained for 
Rep = 60,000 because the grit particle size was apparently too small to trip the 
boundary layer at the leading edge of the centerbody in experiments. No 
systematic variation in the predicted wake stagnation point location with Rep 
could be determined.
An attem pt was made to correlate experimentally determined wake 
stagnation point locations for slanted-base bluff bodies with the two-dimensional 
prediction models described in Chapter 4. Predicted results were found to be as 
much as twice the distances measured in experiments. Vector plots of the 
predicted near-wake region, which show predicted wake stagnation point locations, 
are presented in Fig. E.5. The difference between predicted and experimental 
results is related to the neglect of side-flow entrainment, which would draw the 
wake stagnation point closer to the base.
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It was determined tha t a good correlation existed between experimental 
and predicted results if wake stagnation point locations were determined relative 
to the 0° base model. These measurements axe presented in Fig. E.6 . 
Furthermore, predictions show a deflection of the wake stagnation point towards 
the trailing edge of the base as indicated in Fig. E.5, which is in agreement with 
the smoke flow visualization photos of Fig. 7.5 and the slanted-base flow model 
presented in Fig. 4.10. Experimental measurements for slant-angles greater than 
45° were not obtained since base flow reattachment occurred for these bases. 
Predicted reattachm ent for the two-dimensional cases occurred for higher slant- 
angles (ip > 55°) due to the wake stagnation point being located much further into 
the wake as compared to experimental values. It is shown for the lower slant- 
angles that both experimental and predicted values move further within the wake 
as the slant-angle is increased. This trend does not continue to the higher slant- 
angles as the movement of the wake stagnation point is shown to slow 
considerably.
Predictions show a pronounced effect of rounding the base leading edge for 
the 55° base model, as shown in Fig. E.7. For sharp-edged separation, base flow 
reattachm ent does not occur, however, slightly rounding the trailing edge of the 
centerbody is shown to delay separation. An attached flow is present over a 
portion of the base. This is in agreement with Hucho [18] who determined that 
separation can occur either at the leading or trailing edge of a slanted rear- 
window, depending on the curvature of the roof’s trailing edge. The effect of 
rounding the leading edge corner of a lower angle slanted-base is shown in Fig. 
E.8 . The adverse pressure gradient required for attached base flow is too great 
and the flow is shown to separate on the fairing, however, the wake stagnation 
point is shown to shift towards the base as compared to the case of a sharp-edged 
separation.
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A significant Reynolds number effect on predicted wake stagnation point 
locations could not be determined for the lower angle slanted-bases for either 
sharp-edged separation or for rounded base leading edges. This is shown in Fig.
E.9. If the 55° base corner is rounded, then a significant effect is present as shown 
in Fig. E.10. Separation is delayed with increasing Reynolds number consistent 
with an increase in momentum within the boundary layer.
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E .l FIDAP Grid: Axisymmetric Bluff Body
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E.2 “Separated” FIDAP Grid: Slanted-Base Bluff Body
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xr
/D
E.3 “A ttached” FIDAP Grid: Slanted-Base Bluff Body
2 ------------------------------------------
Experiment 
E Z 3 FIDAP  
1.5 ------------------------------------------------------
ReD = 6 0 ,0 0 0  R eD= 1 1 0 ,0 0 0  ReD=200,000
E.4 Wake Stagnation Point Locations: 0° Base
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I a) 0° Base xr /D  =  2.24 (FIDAP); xr /D=1.25 (Experiment)
b) 30° Base xr /D  = 2.41 (FIDAP)
c) 40° Base xr /D  = 2.55 (FIDAP); xr /D=1.48 (Experiment)
d) 45° Base xr /D  = 2.70 (FIDAP); xr /D=1.48 (Experiment)
e) 55° Base xr /D  = 2.76 (FIDAP)
E.5 Predicted Wake Stagnation Point Locations (FIDAP)
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 ̂ a) Sharp Edge, xr/D  =2.76 (55° Base)
Separation
b) Rounded Corner, x r / D  =2.22 (55° Base)
E.7 Predicted Effect of Rounding Corner: High Slant-Angle Bases
a) Sharp Edge, x r / D  =2.41 (30° Base)
b) Rounded Corner, xr /D  =1.80 (30° Base)
E .8 Predicted Effect of Rounding Corner: Low Slant-Angle Bases
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a)  ReD=60,000 ( 3 0 °  Base)
b) ReD= 1 1 0 ,0 0 0  (3 0 ° Base)
E.9 Predicted Reynolds Number Effect: Low Slant-Angle Bases
Separation
a) ReD = 6 0 ,0 0 0  (55° Base)
b) R eQ =110,000 ( 5 5 ° Base)
Separation
c)  ReD=200,000 ( 5 5 ° Base)
E.10 Predicted Reynolds Number Effect: High Slant-Angle Bases
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